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Abstract
Structured latent attribute models (SLAMs) are a special family of discrete latent variable
models widely used in social and biological sciences. This paper considers the problem
of learning significant attribute patterns from a SLAM with potentially high-dimensional
configurations of the latent attributes. We address the theoretical identifiability issue,
propose a penalized likelihood method for the selection of the attribute patterns, and further
establish the selection consistency in such an overfitted SLAM with diverging number of
latent patterns. The good performance of the proposed methodology is illustrated by
simulation studies and two real datasets in educational assessment.
1. Introduction
Structured Latent Attribute Models (SLAMs) are widely used statistical and machine learn-
ing tools in modern social and biological sciences. SLAMs offer a framework to achieve
fine-grained inference on individuals’ latent attributes based on their observed multivariate
responses, and also obtain the latent subgroups of a population based on the inferred at-
tribute patterns. In practice, each latent attribute is often assumed to be discrete and has
particular scientific interpretations, such as mastery or deficiency of some targeted skill in
educational assessment (Junker and Sijtsma, 2001; de la Torre, 2011), presence or absence
of some underlying mental disorder in psychiatric diagnosis (Templin and Henson, 2006;
de la Torre et al., 2018), the existence or nonexistence of some disease pathogen in subjects’
biological samples (Wu et al., 2017). In these scenarios, the framework of SLAMs enables
one to simultaneously achieve the machine learning task of clustering, and the scientific
purpose of diagnostic inference.
Different from the exploratory nature of traditional latent variable models, SLAMs often
have some additional scientific information for model fitting. In particular, the observed
variables are assumed to have certain structured dependence on the unobserved latent
attributes, where the dependence is introduced through a binary design matrix to respect
the scientific context. The rich structure and nice interpretability of SLAMs make them
popular in many scientific disciplines, such as cognitive diagnosis in educational assessment
(Junker and Sijtsma, 2001; von Davier, 2008; Henson et al., 2009; Rupp et al., 2010; de la
Torre, 2011), psychological and psychiatric measurement for diagnosis of mental disorders
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(Templin and Henson, 2006; de la Torre et al., 2018), and epidemiological and medical
studies for scientifically constrained clustering (Wu et al., 2017, 2018).
One challenge in modern applications of SLAMs is that the number of discrete latent at-
tributes could be large, leading to a high-dimensional space for all the possible configurations
of the attributes, i.e., high-dimensional latent attribute patterns. In many applications, the
number of potential attribute patterns is much larger than the sample size. For scientific
interpretability and practical use, it is often assumed that not all the possible attribute
patterns exist in the population. Examples with large number of potential latent attribute
patterns and moderate sample sizes can be found in educational assessment (Lee et al.,
2011; Choi et al., 2015; Yamaguchi and Okada, 2018) and the medical diagnosis of disease
etiology (Wu et al., 2017). For instance, Example 1 in Section 2 presents a dataset from
Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), which has 13 binary la-
tent attributes (i.e., 213 = 8192 possible latent attribute patterns) while only 757 students’
responses are observed. In cognitive diagnosis, it is of interest to select the significant
attribute patterns among these 213 = 8192. In such high-dimensional scenarios, existing
estimation methods often tend to over select the number of latent attribute patterns, and
may not scale to datasets with large number of latent attribute patterns. Moreover, theo-
retical questions remain open on whether and when the “sparse” latent attribute patterns
are identifiable and can be consistently learned from the data.
Identifiability of SLAMs has long been an issue in the literature (e.g., von Davier, 2008;
DeCarlo, 2011; Maris and Bechger, 2009; von Davier, 2014; Xu and Zhang, 2016). SLAMs
can be viewed as a special class of restricted latent class models and their identifiability has
a close connection with the study of tensor decompositions, by noting that the probability
distribution of SLAMs can be viewed as a mixture of specially structured tensor products.
In the literature, it is known that unrestricted latent class models are not identifiable (Gyl-
lenberg et al., 1994). Nonetheless, Carreira-Perpina´n and Renals (2000) showed through
extensive simulations that they are almost always identifiable, which the authors termed
as practical identifiability. Allman et al. (2009) further established generic identifiability
of various latent variable models, including latent class models. Generic identifiability is
weaker than strict identifiability, and it implies that the model parameters are almost surely
identifiable with respect to the Lebesgue measure of the parameter space. The study of All-
man et al. (2009) is based on an identifiability result of the three-way tensor decomposition
in Kruskal (1977). Other analysis of tensor decomposition has also been developed to study
the identifiability of various latent variable models (e.g., Drton et al., 2007; Hsu and Kakade,
2013; Anandkumar et al., 2014; Bhaskara et al., 2014; Anandkumar et al., 2015; Jaffe et al.,
2018). However, the structural constraints imposed by the design matrix make these results
not directly applicable to SLAMs.
With the aid of the structural constraints, strict identifiability of SLAMs has been
obtained under certain conditions on the design matrix (Xu, 2017; Xu and Shang, 2018; Gu
and Xu, 2019a,b). However, these works either make the strong assumption that all the
possible combinations of the attributes exist in the population with positive probabilities
(Xu, 2017; Xu and Shang, 2018), or assume these significant attribute patterns are known a
priori (Gu and Xu, 2019b). These assumptions are difficult to meet in practice for SLAMs
with high-dimensional attributes patterns and the fundamental learnability issue of the
sparse attribute patterns in SLAMs remains unaddressed.
2
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In terms of estimation, learning sparse attribute patterns from a high-dimensional space
of latent attribute patterns is related to learning the significant mixture components in a
highly overfitted mixture model. Researchers have shown that the estimation of the mixing
distributions in overfitted mixture models is technically challenging and it usually leads
to nonstandard convergence rate (e.g., Chen, 1995; Ho and Nguyen, 2016; Heinrich and
Kahn, 2018). Estimating the number of components in the mixture model goes beyond
only estimating the parameters of a mixture, by learning at least the order of the mixing
distribution (Heinrich and Kahn, 2018). This problem was also studied in Rousseau and
Mengersen (2011) from a Bayesian perspective; however, the Bayesian estimator in Rousseau
and Mengersen (2011) may not guarantee the frequentist selection consistency, as to be
shown in Section 3. In the setting of SLAMs with the structural constraints and a large
number (larger than sample size) of potential latent attribute patterns, it is not clear how
to consistently select the significant attribute patterns.
Our contributions in this paper contain the following aspects. First, we characterize
the identifiability requirement needed for a SLAM with an arbitrary subset of attribute
patterns to be learnable, and establish mild identifiability conditions. Our new identifiability
conditions significantly extends the results of previous works (Xu, 2017; Xu and Shang, 2018)
to more general and practical settings. Second, we propose a statistically consistent method
to perform attribute pattern selection. In particular, we establish theoretical guarantee for
selection consistency in the setting of high dimensional latent attribute patterns, where
both the sample size and the number of latent attribute patterns can go to infinity. Our
analysis also shows that imposing the popular Dirichlet prior on the population proportions
would fail to select the true model consistently, when the convergence rate of the SLAM
is slower than the usual root-N rate. As for computation, we develop two approximation
algorithms to maximize the penalized likelihood for pattern selection. In addition, we
propose a fast screening strategy for SLAMs as a preprocessing step that can scale to huge
number of potential latent attribute patterns with a moderate sample size, and establish
its sure screening property.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the general setup
of structured latent attribute models and motivates our study. Section 3 investigates the
learnability requirement and propose mild sufficient conditions for learnability. Section 4
proposes the estimation methodology and establishes theoretical guarantee for the proposed
methods. Section 5 and Section 6 include simulations and real data analysis respectively.
The proofs of the theoretical results are deferred to the Appendix.
2. Model Setup and Motivation
2.1 Structured Latent Attribute Models and Examples
We first introduce the general setup of SLAMs. Consider a SLAM with J items which
depend on the K latent attributes of interest. There are two types of subject-specific
variables in the model, the observed responses to items R = (R1, . . . , RJ) and the latent
attribute pattern α = (α1, . . . , αK), both assumed to be binary vectors in this work. The J-
dimensional vector R ∈ {0, 1}J denotes the observed binary responses to the set of J items.
The K-dimensional vector α ∈ {0, 1}K denotes a profile of existence or non-existence of the
K attributes.
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A key structure that specifies how the items depend on the latent attributes is called
the Q-matrix, which is a J × K matrix with binary entries. We denote Q = (qj,k) and
qj,k ∈ {1, 0} reflects whether or not item j requires (i.e., depends on) attribute k. We
denote the jth row vector of Q by qj , then the K-dimensional binary vector qj reflects
the full attribute requirements of item j. For an attribute pattern α, we say α possesses
all the required attributes of item j, if α  qj , where α  qj denotes αk ≥ qj,k for all
k = 1, . . . ,K. Example 1 below gives an example of the Q-matrix.
Example 1 Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) is a large
scale cross-country educational assessment. TIMSS evaluates the mathematics and science
abilities of fourth and eighth graders every four years since 1995. Researchers have used
SLAMs to analyze the TIMSS data (e.g., Lee et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2015; Yamaguchi
and Okada, 2018). For example, a 23× 13 Q-matrix constructed by mathematics educators
was specified for the TIMSS 2003 eighth grade mathematics assessment (Choi et al., 2015).
Thirteen attributes (K = 13) are identified, which fall in five big categories of skill domains
measured by the eighth grade exam, Number, Algebra, Geometry, Measurement, and Data.
Table 1 shows the first and last three rows of the Q-matrix, i.e., {qj : j = 1, 2, 3, 21, 22, 23}.
Table 1: Q-matrix, TIMSS 2003 8th Grade Data
Item α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12 α13
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
21 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
The Q-matrix constrains the model parameters in a certain way to reflect the scientific
assumptions. We next introduce the model parameters and how the Q-matrix impose
constraints on them in general. Conditional on a subject’s latent attribute pattern α ∈
{0, 1}K , his/her responses to the J items are assumed to be independent Bernoulli random
variables with parameters θ1,α, . . . , θJ,α. Specifically, θj,α = P(Rj = 1 | α) denotes the
positive response probability, and is also called an item parameter of item j. We collect all
the item parameters in the matrix Θ = (θj,α), which has size J × 2K with rows indexed by
the J items and columns by the 2K attribute patterns. For pattern α ∈ {0, 1}K , we denote
its corresponding column vector in Θ by Θ·,α.
One key assumption in SLAMs is that for a latent attribute pattern α = (α1, . . . , αK)
and item j, the parameter θj,α is only determined by whether α possesses the attributes
in the set Kj = {k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} : qj,k = 1}; that is, those attributes related to item j as
specified in the Q-matrix. We will sometimes call the attributes in Kj the required attributes
of item j. Under this assumption, all latent attribute patterns in the set
Cj = {α ∈ {0, 1}K : α  qj} (1)
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share the same value of θj,α; namely,
max
α∈Cj
θj,α = min
α∈Cj
θj,α for any j ∈ {1, . . . , J}. (2)
We will call the set Cj a constraint set. Thus, the Q-matrix puts constraints on Θ by forcing
certain entries of it to be the same; specifically, for an item j, those attribute patterns that
only differ in the attributes in {1, . . . ,K} \ Kj are constrained to the same level of θj,α’s.
Different SLAMs model the dependence of θj,α on the required attributes differently to
reflect the underlying scientific assumptions. Please see Examples 2 and 3 for examples.
In addition to (2), another key assumption in SLAMs is the monotonicity assumption
that
θj,α > θj,α′ for any α ∈ Cj , α′ 6∈ Cj . (3)
Constraint (3) is commonly used in our motivating applications of cognitive diagnosis in
educational assessment, where (3) indicates subjects mastering all required attributes of an
item are more “capable” of giving a positive response to it (i.e., with higher θj,α), than those
who lack some required attributes. Nonetheless, our theoretical results of model learnability
in Section 3 also applies if (3) is relaxed to
θj,α 6= θj,α′ for any α ∈ Cj , α′ 6∈ Cj . (4)
This allows more flexibility in the model assumptions of SLAMs used in other applications.
Next we introduce some popular SLAMs in educational and psychological applications.
These models are also called Cognitive Diagnosis Models in the psychometrics literature.
The first type of SLAMs have exactly two item parameters associated with each item.
Example 2 (two-parameter SLAM) The two-parameter SLAM specify exactly two lev-
els of item parameters for each item j, which we denote by θ+j and θ
−
j with θ
+
j > θ
−
j . The
popular Deterministic Input Noisy output “And” gate (DINA) model introduced in Junker
and Sijtsma (2001) is a two-parameter SLAM. It assumes the general form of θj,α can be
rewritten as
θtwo-paraj,α =
{
θ+j , if α ∈ Cj ,
θ−j , if α 6∈ Cj .
In the application of the two-parameter SLAM in educational assessment, the item parame-
ters θ+j and θ
−
j have the following interpretations. The 1−θ+j is called the slipping parameter,
denoting the probability of a “capable” subject slips the correct response, despite mastering
all the required attributes of item j; and θ−j is called the guessing parameter, denoting the
probability of a “non-capable” subject coincidentally giving the correct response by guessing,
despite lacking some required attributes of item j. In this case, the unique item parameters
in matrix Θ reduce to (θ+,θ−), where θ+ = (θ+1 , . . . , θ
+
J )
> and θ− = (θ−1 , . . . , θ
−
J )
>. Un-
der the two-parameter SLAM, the constraint set of each item j takes the form of (1) and
satisfies (2) and (3).
Another family of SLAMs are the multi-parameter models, which allow each item to
have multiple levels of item parameters.
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Example 3 (multi-parameter SLAMs) Multi-parameter SLAMs can be categorized into
two general types, the main-effect models and the all-effect models. The main-effect models
assume the main effect of the required attributes play a role in distinguishing the positive
response probabilities. The item parameters can be written as
θmain-effj,α = f
(
βj,0 +
∑
k∈Kj
βj,kαk
)
, (5)
where f(·) is a link function. Different link functions f(·) lead to different models, including
the popular reduced Reparameterized Unified Model (reduced-RUM; DiBello et al., 1995)
with f(·) being the exponential function, the Linear Logistic Model (LLM; Maris, 1999)
with f(·) being the sigmoid function, and the Additive Cognitive Diagnosis Model (ACDM;
de la Torre, 2011) with f(·) the identity function.
Another type of multi-parameter SLAMs are the all-effect models. The item parameter
of an all-effect model can be written as
θall-effj,α = f
(∑
S⊆Kj
βj,S
∏
k∈Sαk
)
, (6)
When f(·) is the identity function, (6) is the Generalized DINA (GDINA) model proposed
by de la Torre (2011); and when f(·) is the sigmoid function, (6) is the Log-linear Cog-
nitive Diagnosis Models (LCDMs) proposed by Henson et al. (2009); see also the General
Diagnostic Models (GDMs) proposed in von Davier (2008).
Under the multi-parameter SLAMs, the constraint set of each item j also takes the form
of (1). Those attribute patterns in Cj still share the same value of item parameters by
the definition; and what is different from the two-parameter counterpart is that those α
not in Cj can have different levels of item parameters. We next give another example of
multi-parameter SLAMs.
Example 4 (Deep Boltzmann Machines) The Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
(Smolensky, 1986; Goodfellow et al., 2016) is a popular neural network model. RBM is an
undirected probabilistic graphical model, with one layer of latent (hidden) binary variables,
one layer of observed (visible) binary variables, and a bipartite graph structure between the
two layers. We denote variables in the observed layer by R and variables in the latent layer
by α, with their lengths J and K, respectively. Under a RBM, the probability mass function
of R and α is P(R,α) ∝ exp(−R>WQα − f>R − b>α), where f , b, and WQ = (wj,k)
are the parameters. The binary Q-matrix then specifies the sparsity structure in WQ,
by constraining wj,k 6= 0 only if qj,k 6= 0. The Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) is a
generalization of RBM by allowing multiple latent layers. Consider a DBM with two latent
layers α(1) and α(2) of length K1 and K2, respectively. The probability mass function of
(R,α(1),α(2)) in this DBM can be written as
P(R,α(1),α(2)) ∝ exp
(
−R>WQα(1) − (α(1))>Uα(2) − f>R− b>1 α(1) − b>2 α(2)
)
, (7)
where f ∈ RJ , bi ∈ RKi for i = 1, 2, and WQ = (wj,k) ∈ RJ×K1, U ∈ RK1×K2 are
model parameters; Figure 1 gives an example of a DBM with a 5 × 4 Q-matrix. For f =
6
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(f1, . . . , fJ)
> and α(1) = (α(1)1 , . . . , α
(1)
K1
), the conditional distribution of an observed variable
Rj given the latent variables is
P(Rj = 1 | α(1),α(2), · · · ) = P(Rj = 1 | α(1)) =
exp
(∑K1
k=1wj,kα
(1)
k + fj
)
1 + exp
(∑K1
k=1wj,kα
(1)
k + fj
) , (8)
where “ · · · ” represents deeper latent layers that potentially exist in a DBM. Moreover, from
(7) we have P(R | α(1)) = ∏Jj=1 P(Rj | α(1)), so a DBM satisfies the local independence
assumption that the Rj’s are conditionally independent given the α
(1). Therefore, a DBM
can be viewed as a multi-parameter main-effect SLAM in (5) with a sigmoid link function.
Viewing a DBM in this way, (8) gives the item parameter θj,α(1), and the constraint set of
each item j also takes the form Cj = {α(1) ∈ {0, 1}K1 : α(1)  qj}.
Q =

1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
 ;
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R ∈ {0, 1}5
α
(1)
1 α
(1)
2 α
(1)
3 α
(1)
4 α
(1) ∈ {0, 1}4
WQ ∈ R5×4w 1
,1
w
5,4
α
(2)
1 α
(2)
2 α
(2)
3 α
(2)
4 α
(2) ∈ {0, 1}4
Figure 1: Deep Boltzmann Machine
2.2 Motivation and Problem
One challenge in modern applications of SLAMs is that the number of potential latent
attribute patterns 2K increases exponentially with K and could be much larger than the
sample size N . It is often assumed that a relatively small portion of attribute patterns exist
in the population. For instance, Example 1 has 2K = 213 = 8192 different configurations of
attribute patterns. Given the limited sample size 757, it is desirable to learn the potentially
small set of significant attribute patterns from data.
Another motivation for assuming a small number of attribute patterns exist in the
population, results from the possible hierarchical structure among the targeted attributes.
For instance, in educational assessment of a set of underlying latent skill attributes, some
attributes often serve as prerequisites for some others (Leighton et al., 2004; Templin and
Bradshaw, 2014). Specifically, the prerequisite relationship depicts the different level of
difficulty of the skill attributes, and also reveals the order in which these skills are learned
in the population of students. For instance, if attribute α1 is a prerequisite for attribute
α2, then the attribute pattern (α1 = 0, α2 = 1) does not exists in the population, naturally
resulting in a sparsity structure of the existence of attribute patterns. When the number
of attributes is large and the underlying hierarchy structure is complex and unknown, it is
desirable to learn the hierarchy of attributes directly from data. In such cases with attribute
hierarchy, the number of patterns respecting the hierarchy could be far fewer than 2K .
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The problem of interest is that, given a moderate sample size, how to consistently
estimate the small set of latent attribute patterns among all the possible 2K patterns.
As discussed in the introduction, in the high-dimensional case when the total number of
attribute patterns is large or even larger than the sample size, the questions of when the true
model with the significant attribute patterns are learnable from data, and how to perform
consistent pattern selection, remain open in the literature.
This problem is equivalent to selecting the nonzero elements of the population proportion
parameters p = (pα : α ∈ {0, 1}K), where we use pα to denote the proportion of the
subjects with attribute pattern α in the population. The p satisfies pα ∈ [0, 1] for α ∈
{0, 1}K and ∑α∈{0,1}K pα = 1. In this work, we will treat the latent attribute patterns α as
random variables (random effects). For any subject, his/her attribute pattern is a random
vector A ∈ {0, 1}K that (marginally) follows a categorical distribution with population
proportion parameters p = (pα : α ∈ {0, 1}K). One main reason for this random effect
assumption is that, when the number of observed variables per subject (i.e., J) does not
increase with the sample size N asymptotically, the counterpart fixed effect model can not
consistently estimate the model parameters. As a consequence, the fixed effect approach can
not give consistent selection of significant attribute patterns. This scenario with relatively
small J but larger N and 2K is commonly seen in the motivating applications in educational
and psychological assessments.
We would like to point out that we give the joint distribution of the attributes full
flexibility by modeling it as a categorical distribution with 2K − 1 free proportion parame-
ters pα’s. Modeling in this way allows those “sparse” significant attribute patterns to have
arbitrary structures among the 2K possibilities. On the contrary, any simpler paramet-
ric modeling of the distribution of α with fewer parameters would fail to capture all the
possibilities of the attributes’ dependency.
Under the introduced notations, the probability mass function of a subject’s response
vector R = (R1, . . . , RJ)
> can be written as P(R = r | Θ, p) = ∑α∈{0,1}K pα∏Jj=1 θrjj,α(1−
θj,α)
1−rj , for r ∈ {0, 1}J . Alternatively, the responses can be viewed as a J-th order tensor
and the probability mass function of R can be written as a probability tensor
P(R | Θ, p) =
2K∑
l=1
pαl
(
θ1,αl
1− θ1,αl
)
◦
(
θ2,αl
1− θ2,αl
)
◦ · · · ◦
(
θJ,αl
1− θJ,αl
)
, (9)
where “◦” denotes the tensor outer product and θ’s are constrained by (2) and (3).
In the following sections, we first investigate the learnability requirement of learning a
SLAM with an arbitrary set of true attribute patterns, and provide identifiability conditions
in Section 3. Then in Section 4, we propose a penalized likelihood method to select the
attribute patterns, and we establish theoretical guarantee for the proposed method.
3. Learnability Requirement and Conditions
To facilitate the discussion on identifiability of SLAMs, we need to introduce a new notation,
the Γ-matrix. We first introduce the J×2K constraint matrix Γall that is entirely determined
by the Q-matrix. The rows of Γall are indexed by the J items, and columns by the 2K latent
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attribute patterns in {0, 1}K . The (j,α)th entry of Γallj,α is defined as
Γallj,α = I(α  qj) = I(α ∈ Cj), j ∈ {1, . . . , J}, α ∈ {0, 1}K , (10)
which is a binary indicator of whether attribute pattern α possess all the required attributes
of item j. We will also call Γall the constraint matrix, since its entries indicate what latent
attribute patterns are constrained to have the highest level of parameters for each item.
For example, consider the 2 × 2 Q-matrix in the following (11). Then its corresponding
Γ-matrix Γall with a saturated set of attribute patterns takes the following form.
Q =
(
0 1
1 1
)
=⇒ Γall =
α1 α2 α3 α4
(0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1)( )
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1
. (11)
More generally, we generalize the definition of the constraint matrix Γall in (10) to an
arbitrary subset A of the entire attribute pattern space {0, 1}K , and an arbitrary set of
items S ⊆ [J ]. For S ⊆ [J ] and A ⊆ {0, 1}K , we simply denote by Γ(S,A) the |S| × |A|
submatrix of Γall with column indices from A. When S = {1, . . . , J}, we will sometimes
just denote Γ(S,A) by ΓA for simplicity. Then ΓA itself can be viewed as the constraint
matrix for a SLAM with attribute pattern space A, and ΓA directly characterizes how the
items constrain the positive response probabilities of latent attribute patterns in A.
Given the Q-matrix, we denote by A0 ⊆ {0, 1}K the set of true attribute patterns
existing in the population, i.e., A0 = {α ∈ {0, 1}K : pα > 0}. In knowledge space theory
(Du¨ntsch and Gediga, 1995), the set A0 of patterns corresponds to the knowledge structure
of the population. We further denote by ΘA0 the item parameter matrix respecting the
constraints imposed by ΓA0 ; specifically, ΘA0 = (θj,α) has the same size as ΓA0 , with
rows and columns indexed by the J items and the attribute patterns in A0, respectively.
For any positive integer k ≤ 2K , we let T k−1 be the k-dimensional simplex, i.e., T k−1 =
{(x1, x2, . . . , xk) : xi ≥ 0,
∑k
i=1 xk = 1}. We denote the true proportion parameters by
pA0 = (pα,α ∈ A0) ∈ T |A0|−1, then pA0  0 by the definition of A0.
The following toy example illustrates why we need to establish identifiability guarantee
for pattern selection.
Example 5 Consider the 2× 2 Q-matrix together with its corresponding 2× 4 Γ-matrix in
Equation (11). Consider two attribute pattern sets, the true set A0 = {α1 = (0, 0),α2 =
(0, 1)} and an alternative set A1 = {α2 = (0, 1),α3 = (1, 0)}. Under the two-parameter
SLAM, for any valid item parameters Θ restricted by Γ and any proportion parameters
p = (pα1 , pα2 , pα3 , pα4) such that pα1 = pα3, we have P(R = r | ΘA0 , (pα1 , pα2)) = P(R =
r | ΘA1 , (pα3 , pα2)). This is because ΓA0 = ΓA1 from (11) and hence ΘA0 = ΘA1; and also
(pα1 , pα2) = (pα3 , pα2) by our construction that pα1 = pα3. This implies even if one knows
exactly there are two latent attribute patterns in the population, one can never tell which
two patterns those are based on the likelihood function. In this sense, A0 is not identifiable,
due to the fact that ΓA0 and ΓA1 do not lead to distinguishable distributions of responses
under the two-parameter SLAM.
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From the above example, to make sure the set of true attribute patterns A0 is learnable
from the observed multivariate responses, we need the ΓA0-matrix to have certain structures.
We state the formal definition of (strict) learnability of A0.
Definition 1 (strict learnability of A0) Given Q, A0 is said to be (strictly) learnable, if
for any constraint matrix ΓA of size J×|A| with |A| ≤ |A0|, any valid item parameters ΘA
respecting constraints given by ΓA, and any proportion parameters pA ∈ T |A|−1, pA  0,
the following equality
P(R | ΘA0 , pA0) = P(R | ΘA, pA) (12)
implies A = A0. Moreover, if (12) implies (ΘA, pA) = (ΘA0 , pA0), then we say the model
parameters (ΘA0 , pA0) are (strictly) identifiable.
Next we further introduce some notations and definitions about the constraint matrix
Γ and then present the needed identifiability result. Consider an arbitrary subset of items
S ⊆ {1, . . . , J}. For α,α′ ∈ A, we denote α S α′ under ΓA, if for each j ∈ S there is
ΓAj,α ≥ ΓAj,α′ . If viewing Γj,α = 1 as α being “capable” of item j, then α S α′ would mean
α is at least as capable as α′ of items in set S. Then under Γ, any subset of items S defines
a partial order “S” on the set of latent attribute patterns A. For two item sets S1 and
S2, we say “ S1 ” = “ S2 ” under ΓA, if for any α′, α ∈ A, we have α S1 α′ under
ΓA if and only if α S2 α′ under ΓA. The next theorem gives conditions that ensure the
constraint matrix Γ as well as the Γ-constrained model parameters are jointly identifiable.
Theorem 1 (conditions for strict learnability) Consider a SLAM with an arbitrary
set of true attribute patterns A0 ⊆ {0, 1}K , and a corresponding constraint matrix ΓA0. If
this true ΓA0 satisfies the following conditions, then A0 is identifiable.
A. There exist two disjoint item sets S1 and S2, such that Γ
(Si,A0) has distinct column
vectors for i = 1, 2 and “S1=S2” under ΓA0.
B. For any α, α′ ∈ A0 where α′ Si α under ΓA0 for i = 1 or 2, there exists some
j ∈ (S1 ∪ S2)c such that ΓA0j,α 6= ΓA0j,α′.
C. Any column vector of ΓA0 is different from any column vector of ΓAc0, where Ac0 =
{0, 1}K \ A0.
Recall that each column in the Γ-matrix corresponds to a latent attribute pattern, then
Conditions A and B help ensure the Γ-matrix of the true patterns ΓA0 contains enough
information to distinguish between these true patterns. Specifically, Condition A requires
ΓA0 to contain two vertically stacked submatrices corresponding to item sets S1 and S2,
each having distinct columns, i.e., each being able to distinguish between the true patterns;
and Condition B requires the remaining submatrix of ΓA0 to distinguish those pairs of
true patterns that have some order (α′ Si α) based on the first two item sets S1 or S2.
Condition C is necessary for identifiability of A0 by ensuring that any true pattern would
have a different column vector in Γall from that of any false pattern. Condition C is satisfied
for any A0 ⊆ {0, 1}K if the Q-matrix contains an identity submatrix IK , because such a
Q-matrix will give a Γall that has all the 2K columns distinct.
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We would like to point out that our identifiability conditions in Theorem 1 do not
depend on the unknown parameters (e.g., Θ and p), but only rely on the structure of the
constraint matrix Γ. The Γ-matrix with respect to the true set of patterns A0 is the key
quantity that defines the latent structure of a SLAM. Generally, it is hard to establish
identifiability conditions that only depend on the cardinality of A0 but not on ΓA0 . For
instance, in Example 5, the two sets A0 and A1 have the same cardinality but can not be
distinguished under the conditions there; indeed further conditions on Q (and the resulting
Γ) are needed to guarantee identifiability.
The developed identifiability conditions generally apply to any SLAM satisfying the
constraints (2) and (3) introduced in Section 2.1. If one makes further assumptions on Θ,
such as assuming each item j ∈ [J ] has exactly two item parameters to make it a two-
parameter model, then the conditions in Theorem 1 may be further relaxed. For example,
in the saturated case with A0 = {0, 1}K , the sufficient identifiability conditions developed
in Xu (2017) for a general SLAM require Q to contain two copies of IK as submatrices,
while the necessary and sufficient conditions established in Gu and Xu (2019a) for the two-
parameter SLAM require Q to have just one submatrix IK . We expect that in the current
case with an arbitrary A0 ⊆ {0, 1}K , the conditions in Theorem 1 can also be relaxed under
the two-parameter model in a technically nontrivial way. For the reason of generality, we
focus on SLAMs under the general constraints (2) and (3) in this work.
When the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied, A0 is identifiable; and from Theorem
4.1 in Gu and Xu (2019b), the model parameters (ΘA0 ,pA0) associated with A0 are also
identifiable.
Corollary 1 Under the conditions in Theorem 1, the model parameters (ΘA0 ,pA0) asso-
ciated with A0 are identifiable.
Note that the result of Theorem 1 differs from the existing works Xu (2017), Xu and Shang
(2018) and Gu and Xu (2019b) in that those works assume A0 is known a priori and study
the identifiability of (ΘA0 ,pA0), while in the current work A0 is unknown and we focus on
the identifiability of A0 itself. This is crucially needed in order to guarantee that we can
learn the set of true attribute patterns.
Remark 1 The identifiability result in Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 is related to the unique-
ness of tensor decomposition. As shown in (9), the probability mass function of the mul-
tivariate responses of each subject can be viewed as a higher order tensor with constraints
on entries of the tensor, and unique decomposition of the tensor correspond to identifica-
tion of the constraint matrix as well as the model parameters. The identifiability conditions
in Theorem 1 are weaker than the general conditions for uniqueness of three-way tensor
decomposition in Kruskal (1977), which is a celebrated result in the literature. Kruskal’s
conditions require the tensor can be decomposed as a Khatri-Rao product of three matrices,
two having full-rank and the other having Kruskal rank at least two (Kruskal rank of a
matrix is the largest number T such that every set of T columns of it are linearly indepen-
dent). Consider an example with J = 5, K = 2, A0 = {α2 = (0, 1), α3 = (1, 0)}, and the
corresponding ΓA0 in the form of (13). Then we can set S1 = {1, 2}, S2 = {3, 4} and Con-
dition A in Theorem 1 is satisfied. Further, Condition B is also satisfied since α2 Si α3
and α3 Si α2 under ΓA0. Therefore, Theorem 1 guarantees the set A0 is identifiable,
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and further guarantees the parameters (ΘA0 ,pA0) are identifiable. On the contrary, results
based on Kruskal’s conditions for unique three-way tensor decomposition can not guarantee
identifiability, because other than two full rank structures given by the items in S1 and S2,
the remaining item 5 in (S1∪S2)c corresponds to a structure with Kruskal rank only one.
Q =


1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1
1 1
=⇒ ΓA0 =
α2 α3
(0, 1) (1, 0)

1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1
0 0
. (13)
We next discuss two extensions of the developed identifiability theory. First, Theorem 1
guarantees the strict learnability of A0. Under a multi-parameter SLAM, these conditions
can be relaxed if the aim is to obtain the so-called generic joint identifiability of A0, which
means that A0 is learnable with the true model parameters ranging almost everywhere in
the restricted parameter space except a set of Lebesgue measure zero. Specifically, we have
the following definition.
Definition 2 (generic learnability of the true model) Denote the parameter space of
(ΘA0 ,pA0) constrained by ΓA0 by Ω. We say A0 is generically identifiable, if there exists
a subset V of Ω that has Lebesgue measure zero, such that for any (ΘA0 ,pA0) ∈ Ω \ V,
Equation (12) implies A = A0. Moreover, if for any (ΘA0 ,pA0) ∈ Ω \ V, Equation (12)
implies (ΘA, pA) = (ΘA0 , pA0), we say the model parameters (ΘA0 , pA0) are generically
identifiable.
The generic learnability result is presented in the next theorem.
Theorem 2 (conditions for generic learnability) Consider a multi-parameter SLAM
with the set of true attribute patterns A0 and the J × |A0| constraint matrix ΓA0. If this
true ΓA0 satisfies Condition C and also the following conditions, then A0 is generically
identifiable.
A?. There exist two disjoint item sets S1 and S2, such that altering some entries from 0
to 1 in Γ(S1∪S2,A0) can yield a Γ˜(S1∪S2,A0) satisfying Conditions A. That is, Γ˜(Si,A0)
has distinct columns for i = 1, 2 and “ S1 ” = “ S2 ” under Γ˜A0.
B?. For any α, α′ ∈ A0 where α′ Si α under ΓA0 for i = 1 or 2, there exists some
j ∈ (S1 ∪ S2)c such that Γ˜A0j,α 6= Γ˜A0j,α′.
We also have the following corollary, where the identifiability requirements are directly
characterized by the structure of the design Q-matrix.
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Corollary 2 If the Q-matrix satisfies the following conditions, then for any true set of
attribute patterns A0 ⊆ {0, 1}K such that ΓA0 satisfies Condition C, the set A0 is generically
identifiable.
(A??) The Q contains two K ×K sub-matrices Q1, Q2, such that for i = 1, 2,
Q =
Q1Q2
Q′

J×K
; Qi =

1 ∗ . . . ∗
∗ 1 . . . ∗
...
...
. . .
...
∗ ∗ . . . 1

K×K
, i = 1, 2, (14)
where each ‘∗’ can be either zero or one.
(B??) With Q in the form of (14), there is
∑J
j=2K+1 qj,k ≥ 1 for each k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
Remark 2 When the conditions in Theorem 2 are satisfied, A0 is generically identifiable
and from Theorem 4.3 in Gu and Xu (2019b), the model parameters (ΘA0 ,pA0) are also
generically identifiable. Corollary 2 differs from Theorem 4.3 in Gu and Xu (2019b) in
that, here we allow the true set of attribute patterns A0 to be unknown and arbitrary, and
study its identifiability, while Gu and Xu (2019b) assumes A0 is pre-specified and studies
the identifiability of the model parameters (ΘA0 ,pA0).
Remark 3 Under the conditions for generic identifiability in Theorem 2 or Corollary 2, we
can obtain the explicit forms of the measure zero set V (V ⊆ Ω) where the non-identifiability
may occur. Under either Theorem 2 or Corollary 2, the set V is characterized by the solu-
tion set of certain polynomials about the parameters (Θ,p) (see the proofs for details). The
solution set of these polynomials indeed defines a lower-dimensional manifold in the param-
eter space. Therefore, Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 supplement Theorem 1 by relaxing the
original conditions and establish identifiability when (Θ,p) satisfy certain shape constraints,
i.e., (Θ,p) do not fall on that manifold V in the parameter space.
The above generic identifiability of A0 ensures the nonidentifiability case happens only in
a zero measure set. The second extension of Theorem 1 regards a case when the nonidentifia-
bility case lies in a positive measure set. This happens when certain latent attribute patterns
always have the same positive response probabilities to all the items, i.e., Θ·,α = Θ·,α′ for
some α 6= α′. We define α and α′ to be in the same equivalence class if Θ·,α = Θ·,α′ .
For instance, still consider the following 2 × 2 Q-matrix under the two-parameter SLAM
introduced in Example 2,
Q =
(
0 1
1 1
)
, (15)
then attribute patterns α1 = (0, 0) and α3 = (1, 0) are equivalent under the two-parameter
SLAM, as can be seen from the Γall in (11). Therefore the two latent patterns α1 and α3
are not identifiable, no matter which values the true model parameters take.
In this case when both strict and generic identifiability do not hold, we study the
p-partial identifiability, a concept introduced in Gu and Xu (2019b). Specifically, when
some attribute patterns have the same positive response probabilities across all items, we
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define the set of these attribute patterns as an equivalence class, and aim to identify the
proportion of this equivalence class, instead of the separate proportions of these equivalent
patterns in the population. For instance, in the above example in (15), because α1 and
α3 are equivalent, there are three equivalence classes: {α1 = (0, 0),α3 = (1, 0)}, {α2 =
(0, 1)}, and {α4 = (1, 1)}. We denote these three equivalence classes by [α1] (or [α3], since
[α1] = [α3]), [α2] and [α4], since α1, α2 and α4 form a complete set of representatives
of the equivalence classes. For any Q, we denote the induced set of equivalence classes
by Aequiv = {[α1], . . . , [αC ]} of latent patterns, where α1, . . . ,αC form a complete set of
representatives of the equivalence classes. In this case, the pattern selection problem of
interest is to learn which equivalence classes in Aequiv are significant.
For the two-parameter SLAM introduced in Example 2, two attribute patterns α1,α2
are in the same equivalence class if and only if ΓA·,α1 = Γ
A·,α2 . This is because under the
two-parameter SLAM, the Γ-matrix determined by the Q-matrix with Γj,α = I(α  qj)
fully captures the model structure in the sense that θj,α = θ
+
j Γj,α + θ
−
j (1 − Γj,α). In this
case, we can obtain a complete set of representatives of the equivalence classes directly from
the q-vectors, which are
AQ = {∨j∈S qj : S ⊆ {1, . . . , J}}, (16)
where ∨j∈S qj = (maxj∈S qj,1, . . . ,maxj∈S qj,K). For S = ∅, we define the vector ∨j∈S qj
to be 0K , the all-zero attribute pattern. The reasons for AQ being a complete set of
representatives are that, first, ΓAQ has distinct columns and contains all the unique column
vectors in Γall; and second, for any other pattern not in AQ, there is some pattern in AQ
such that the two patterns have identical column vectors in Γall. It is not hard to see that
AQ = {0, 1}K if and only if the Q-matrix contains a submatrix IK .
For multi-parameter SLAMs introduced in Example 3, two attribute patterns α1,α2
are in the same equivalence class if Γ·,α1 = Γ·,α2 = 1. This can be seen by considering
Γ·,α1 = Γ·,α1 6= 1, i.e., Γj,α1 = Γj,α2 = 0 for some item j. Then different from the
two-parameter SLAMs, for such item j, the θj,α1 and θj,α2 are not always the same by
the modeling assumptions of multi-parameter SLAMs. Indeed, under a multi-parameter
SLAM, for item j, patterns in the set A0 \ Cj can have multiple levels of item parameters.
We have the following corollary of Theorem 1 on the identifiability, when certain at-
tribute patterns are not distinguishable. We denote the set of significant equivalence
classes by Aequiv0 = {[α`1 ], . . . , [α`m ]}, which is a subset of the saturated set Aequiv =
{[α1], . . . , [αC ]}. Denote the set of representative patterns of the significant equivalence
classes by {α`1 , . . . ,α`m} = Arep.
Corollary 3 If the matrix ΓArep satisfies Conditions A, B and C, Aequiv0 is identifiable.
Remark 4 Under the two-parameter SLAM with Aequiv = {[α1], . . . , [αC ]}, the Γ-matrix
Γ{α1,...,αC} by definition would have distinct column vectors. Therefore any column vector
of ΓArep in Corollary 3 must be different form any column vector of Γ{α1,...,αC}\Arep. In
this case, Condition C is automatically satisfied. And in order to identify Aequiv0 , one only
needs to check if ΓArep satisfies Conditions A and B.
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4. Penalized Likelihood approach to pattern selection
4.1 Shrinkage Estimation
The developed identifiability conditions guarantee that the true set of patterns can be
distinguished from any alternative set that has not more than |A0| patterns, since they
would lead to different probability mass functions of the responses. As A0 = {α ∈ {0, 1}K :
pα > 0}, we know that learning the significant attribute patterns is equivalent to the
selection of nonzero elements of p. In practice, if we directly overfit the data with all the
2K possible attribute patterns, the corresponding maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) can
not correctly recover the sparsity structure of the proportion parameters p. In this case,
we propose to impose some regularization on the proportion parameters p, and perform
pattern selection through maximizing a penalized likelihood function.
In general, we denote by Ainput the set of candidate attribute patterns given to the
shrinkage estimation method as input. If the saturated space of all the possible attribute
patterns are considered, Ainput = {0, 1}K and it contains all the 2K possible configurations
of attributes. When 2K  N, we propose to use a preprocessing step that returns a proper
subset Ainput of the saturated set {0, 1}K as candidate attribute patterns, and then perform
the shrinkage estimation (please see Section 4.2 for the preprocessing procedure).
We first introduce the general data likelihood of a structured latent attribute model.
Given a sample of size N , we denote the ith subject’s response by Ri = (Ri,1, . . . , Ri,J)
>,
i = 1, . . . , N . We further use R to denote the N × J data matrix (R>1 , . . . ,R>N )>. The
marginal likelihood can be written as
L(Θ,p | R) =
N∏
i=1
[ ∑
α∈Ainput
pα
J∏
j=1
θ
Ri,j
j,α (1− θj,α)1−Ri,j
]
, (17)
where the constraints on Θ imposed by Q are made implicit. We denote the corresponding
log likelihood by `(Θ,p) = logL(Θ,p | R).
As the proportion parameters p belongs to a simplex, in order to encourage sparsity of
p, we propose to use a log-type penalty with a tuning parameter λ < 0. Specifically, we use
the following penalized likelihood as the objective function,
`λ(Θ,p) = `(Θ,p) + λ
∑
α∈Ainput
logρN (pα), λ ∈ (−∞, 0), (18)
where logρN (pα) = log(pα) · I(pα > ρN ) + log(ρN ) · I(pα ≤ ρN ) and ρN is a small threshold
parameter that is introduced to circumvent the singularity issue of the log function at zero.
Specifically, we take
ρN  N−d, (19)
for some constant d ≥ 1, where for two sequences {aN} and {bN}, we denote aN . bN
if aN = O(bN ) and aN  bN if aN . bN and bN . aN . Any attribute pattern α whose
estimated pα < ρN will be considered as 0, and hence not selected. The tuning parameter
λ ∈ (−∞, 0) controls the sparsity level of the estimated proportion vector p, and a smaller λ
leads to a sparser solution (with more estimated pα falling below ρN ). Given a λ ∈ (−∞, 0),
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we denote the estimated set of patterns by Âλ = {α ∈ Ainput : p̂α > ρN , (Θ̂, p̂) =
arg maxΘ,p `
λ(Θ,p)}.
Remark 5 In the literature, Chen et al. (2001) and Chen et al. (2004) used a similar
form of penalty as the summation term in our (18), but instead imposed λ > 0 to avoid
sparse solutions of the proportion parameters. These works used that penalty in order to
avoid singularity when performing restricted likelihood ratio test. While our goal here is to
encourage sparsity of p so that significant attribute patterns can be selected.
The formulation of (18) can also be interpreted in a Bayesian way, where the penalty
term regarding the proportions p is the logarithm of the Dirichlet prior density with hyper-
parameter β = λ+1 over the proportions. But note that when β < 0, the penalty term is not
a proper prior density. Our later Proposition 1 reveals that, under nonstandard convergence
rate of the mixture model, the traditional Bayesian way of imposing a proper Dirichlet prior
over proportions is not sufficient for selecting significant attribute patterns consistently. In-
stead, this classical procedure will yield too many false patterns being selected. Therefore,
our novelty of allowing λ in (18) to be negative with arbitrarily large magnitude is crucial
to selection consistency.
Other than the nice connection to the Dirichlet prior density in the Bayesian litera-
ture, the log-type penalty in (18) also facilitates the computation based on modified EM and
variational EM algorithms, as shown in our Algorithms 1 and 2. For such reasons, this
work uses the log-type penalty. There are also alternative ways of imposing penalty on the
proportion parameters p that would lead to selection consistency, such as the truncated L1
penalty used in Shen et al. (2012) for high-dimensional feature selection.
We denote the MLE obtained from directly maximizing L(Θ,p | R) in (17) by Θ̂ and
p̂, and denote the “oracle” MLE of the parameters obtained by maximizing the likelihood
constrained to the true set of attribute patterns by (Θ̂
A0
, p̂A0). We denote the rate of
convergence of `(Θ̂, p̂) to `(Θ̂
A0
, p̂A0) by δ ∈ (0, 1], that is,[
`(Θ̂, p̂)− `(Θ̂A0 , p̂A0)]/N = OP (N−δ). (20)
When δ = 1, (20) implies `(Θ̂, p̂) converges with the usual root-N rate, and δ < 1 would
imply a slower convergence rate. In the literature, Ho and Nguyen (2016) and Heinrich
and Kahn (2018) have studied the technically involved problem of convergence rate of the
mixing distribution of certain mixture models, and showed these models may not have the
standard root-N rate. As implied by these works, for complicated models like SLAMs,
the convergence rate of the mixing distribution is likely to be slower than root-N , so as
the convergence rate of `(Θ̂, p̂). For a set A, denote its cardinality by |A|. We have the
following theorem.
Theorem 3 (selection consistency) Suppose the true constraint matrix ΓA0 associated
with A0 satisfies conditions A and B stated in Theorem 1. The true parameters satisfy
min
α∈A0
pα > c0; θj,α? − max
α: Γj,α=0
θj,α ≥ c1, ∀ j = 1, . . . , J and α? ∈ Cj , (21)
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where c0, c1 > 0 are some constants. Assume log |Ainput| = o(N) and |Ainput|·ρN = O(N−δ).
Then there exist a sequence of tuning parameters {λN} satisfying N1−δ/| log ρN | . −λN .
N/| log ρN | such that P(ÂλN = A0)→ 1 as N →∞.
Remark 6 Together with our identifiability result in Theorem 1, the assumption (21) helps
distinguish the true patterns from any alternative set of patterns with no larger cardinality,
and further helps establish selection consistency. It is possible to further extend the current
result and relax the constant lower bound assumption, though identifiability conditions would
need to be adapted carefully to the case with a growing number of significant patterns and a
shrinking magnitude of the proportions; we leave this for future work.
The proof of Theorem 3 also reveals that if the convergence rate of UN are slower
than
√
N with δ < 1 in (20), then the tuning parameter λ in (18) has to satisfy λ <
−1 in order to have pattern selection consistency; otherwise the issue of over selecting
exists. Under the Bayesian interpretation as discussed in Remark 5, this result implies
that imposing the popular Dirichlet prior with a proper parameter β = λ + 1 ∈ (0, 1)
is not sufficient for consistent selection of the significant mixture components (i.e., latent
attribute patterns). Therefore, the approach proposed by Rousseau and Mengersen (2011)
would not yield frequentist selection consistency in this considered scenario. We state this
in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (selection inconsistency of Dirichlet prior) Suppose δ < 1 in (20),
i.e., the rate of convergence of `(Θ̂, p̂) is slower than the usual
√
N -rate. Then there does
not exist a sequence of {λN , N = 1, 2, ...} ⊆ [−1, 0) such that P(ÂλN = A0)→ 1 as N →∞.
Example 6 To visualize how the numbers of selected patterns differ for our proposed method
based on maximizing (18) with β = λ+ 1 ∈ (−∞, 1), and the variational EM algorithm re-
sulting from imposing a proper Dirichlet prior over the proportions, we conduct a simulation
study. In a simulation setting of K = 10 and J = 30, for each sample size N = 500 and
1000, we carry out 200 independent simulations and in each run record the number of selected
attribute patterns from the proposed method, and that from the variational EM algorithm.
We plot the histogram corresponding to the proposed method (FP-VEM, see Section 4 for
details), together with that corresponding to Variational EM (VEM) with a small Dirichlet
parameter β = 0.01. For both algorithms, we use the same threshold ρN = 1/(2N) for
selecting attribute patterns in the end of the algorithm, by selecting patterns whose posterior
means exceeds ρN . Here we did not plot the results corresponding to VEM with β smaller
than 0.01, because we found the VEM algorithm with smaller β values generally has conver-
gence issues and in many cases it fails to converge but just jumps between several solutions.
One can see from Figure 2 that the proposed method selects 10 patterns for most of datasets,
which are indeed the 10 true patterns; while VEM over selects the attribute patterns.
We next propose two algorithms to perform pattern selection, one being a modification
of an EM algorithm, and the other being a variational EM algorithm resulting from an
alternative formulation of the problem.
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(a) K = 10, N = 500 (b) K = 10, N = 1000
Figure 2: Histograms of estimated number of latent attribute patterns. VEM represents
Variational EM with β = λ+ 1 = 0.01, and FP-VEM represents the proposed Algorithm 2
in Section 4. The true number of latent attribute patterns is |A0| = 10.
4.1.1 Modified EM algorithm.
We first consider using an EM algorithm with a slight modification in the E step to maximize
(18). For each subject i = 1, . . . , N , denote his/her latent attribute pattern by Ai =
(Ai,1, . . . , Ai,K), then Ai ∈ {0, 1}K . The complete log likelihood corresponding to (18) is
`λcomp(Θ,p | R,A) =
∑
αl∈Ainput
(∑
i
I(Ai = αl) + λ
)
logρN (pαl) (22)
+
∑
αl∈Ainput
∑
i
I(Ai = αl)
∑
j
[
Ri,j log(θj,αl) + (1−Ri,j) log(1− θj,αl)
]
.
Following the standard formulation of the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977), in the E
step of the (t + 1)-th iteration, conditional expectations of `λcomp(Θ,p | R,A) is evaluated
with respect to the posterior distribution of latent variables Ai’s given the current iterates
of parameters Θ(t) and p(t). Specifically, in the E step we replace the indicator I(Ai = αl)
in (22) by the probability ϕi,l = P(Ai = αl | Θ(t),p(t)); and this is equivalent to updating
Q(Θ,p | Θ(t),p(t)) := E
[
`λcomp(Θ,p | R,A)
∣∣∣ Θ(t),p(t)].
In the M step, we update (Θ(t+1),p(t+1)) = arg maxQ(Θ,p | Θ(t),p(t)). Note that directly
using a negative λ in the EM algorithm may yield an invalid E step, due to potentially
negative updates for some proportion parameters (e.g., pα’s). When this happens, we
do a thresholding in the E step as an approximation by replacing the probably negative
class potential (∆l in Algorithm 1) with a pre-specified small constant c > 0. In practice,
Algorithm 1’s performance appears not sensitive to small values of c, and we take c = 0.01
in our numerical experiments; see Appendix A.2 for a sensitivity study of the parameter c.
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Algorithm 1: PEM: Penalized EM for log-penalty with λ ∈ (−∞, 0)
Data: Q, responses R, and candidate attribute patterns Ainput.
Initialize ∆ = (∆
(0)
1 , . . . ,∆
(0)
|Ainput|).
while not converged do
In the (t+ 1)th iteration,
for (i, l) ∈ [N ]× [|Ainput|] do
ϕ
(t+1)
i,αl
=
∆
(t)
l · exp
{∑
j
[
Ri,j log(θ
(t)
j,αl
) + (1−Ri,j) log(1− θ(t)j,αl)
]}
∑
m ∆
(t)
m · exp
{∑
j
[
Ri,j log(θ
(t)
j,αm
) + (1−Ri,j) log(1− θ(t)j,αm)
]} ;
for l ∈ [|Ainput|] do
∆
(t+1)
l = max{c, λ+
∑N
i=1 ϕ
(t+1)
i,αl
}; (c > 0 is pre-specified);
p(t+1) ←∆(t+1)/(∑l ∆(t+1)l );
for j ∈ [J ] do
Θ(t+1) =
arg maxΘ
{∑
αl
∑
i ϕ
(t+1)
i,αl
∑
j
[
Ri,j log(θj,αl) + (1−Ri,j) log(1− θj,αl)
]}
;
After the total T iterations,
Output: {αl ∈ Ainput : p(T )αl > ρN}.
Remark 7 Under the two-parameter SLAM, the DINA model, and the identity-link multi-
parameter SLAM, the GDINA model in Examples 2 and 3, the M-step of updating the item
parameters {θj,α}’s in Algorithm 1 has closed forms. Specifically, under DINA, for any
item j the update for the unique parameters (θ+j , θ
−
j ) takes the form
(θ+j )
(t+1) =
∑
i
∑
αRi,jΓj,αϕ
(t+1)
i,α∑
i
∑
α Γj,αϕ
(t+1)
i,α
, (θ−j )
(t+1) =
∑
i
∑
αRi,j(1− Γj,α)ϕ(t+1)i,α∑
i
∑
α(1− Γj,α)ϕ(t+1)i,α
.
Under GDINA, for item j, the update for the unique parameters θj,{k1,...,kl} with {k1, . . . , kl} ⊆
Kj takes the following form,
θ
(t+1)
j, {k1,...,kl} =
∑
i
∑
α I({k ∈ Kj : αk = 1} = {k1, . . . , kl})Ri,jϕ(t+1)i,α∑
i
∑
α I({k ∈ Kj : αk = 1} = {k1, . . . , kl)}ϕ(t+1)i,α
.
In addition, when certain latent patterns are not distinguishable as discussed earlier in
Corollary 3, we can easily modify Algorithm 1 from selecting attribute patterns to selecting
equivalence classes of attribute patterns. For instance, under a two-parameter SLAM, given
the row vectors {qj , j ∈ [J ]} of Q, we first obtain the representatives of the Q-induced
equivalence classes: AQ = {∨j∈S qj : S ⊆ {1, . . . , J}}, then get the ideal response matrix
of AQ, namely Γ(·,AQ) = (γj,l)J×|AQ| where γj,l = I(αl  qj) for αl ∈ AQ and j ∈
[J ]. After initializing ∆ = (∆1, . . . ,∆|AQ|), we just follow the same iterative procedure
as that of Algorithm 1 for the two-parameter SLAM. In the end of the algorithm, after
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calculating ν[αl] = ∆l/(
∑
m ∆m), we select those [αl] with proportion ν[αl] above a pre-
specified threshold. From the selected equivalence classes of attribute profiles, we can go
back to obtain their representatives which are combinations of the q-vectors from AQ.
In practice when applying the PEM algorithm, we recommend using a sequential pro-
cedure with a range of λ values λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λB, where λ1 > −1 is close to 0 and
λB should be less than −1. Specifically, we start with the relatively large λ1 and use the
estimated parameters from PEM with λ1 as initial values for the next round of PEM with
λ2. We do this sequentially with estimates from PEM with λb serve as initializations for
PEM with λb+1. When this sequential procedure ends, we choose the final model from the
total number of B estimated ones using certain information criterion.
Given the large model space, we propose to use the Extended Bayesian Information
Criterion (EBIC) introduced in Chen and Chen (2008) to select the tuning parameter. Re-
call that we denote by Aλ the selected set of attribute patterns obtained by maximizing
the penalized likelihood function (18) with the specific tuning parameter λ. And we de-
note the item parameters and proportion parameters defined on this Aλ by ΘAλ and pAλ ,
respectively. The EBIC family have the following information criterion
BICγ(Aλ) = −2`(ΘAλ ,pAλ) + |Aλ| logN + 2γ log
(|Ainput|
|Aλ|
)
, (23)
where the EBIC parameter γ ∈ [0, 1]. A smaller EBIC value implies a more favorable model.
Selection consistency of the EBIC for high-dimensional model is established in Theorem 1 of
Chen and Chen (2008) for γ greater than a certain threshold. When γ = 0, EBIC becomes
the the classical BIC. Generally, larger γ yields a more parsimonious model. Here we choose
γ = 1, for which the conditions in Theorem 1 for selection consistency in Chen and Chen
(2008) is satisfied.
Example 7 Figure 3 presents an illustration of the solution paths of the estimated propor-
tions versus λ based on a simulated dataset with N = 150, K = 10, and J = 30. The
Q-matrix Q = (Q>1 , Q>2 , Q>3 )> with Qi in the following form,
Q1 =

1 0
. . .
. . .
0 1
 , Q2 =

1 1 0
. . .
. . .
. . . 1
0 1
 , Q3 =

1 1 0
1
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 1
0 1 1
 . (24)
When generating the data, 10 attribute patterns are randomly selected from the 210 = 1024
possible ones as true patterns, and the proportion of each of them is set to be 0.1. The item
parameters are set as 1 − θ+j = θ−j = 0.2 for each j under a two-parameter SLAM. In the
current setting with K = 10, we take the set of patterns as input to the PEM algorithm to
be Ainput = {0, 1}K . Figure 3(a) plots the solution paths of the estimated proportions of all
the 210 = 1024 attribute patterns as λ varies in {−0.2,−0.4, · · · ,−4.8,−5.0}. The 10 true
attribute patterns are plotted with colored lines with circles while the remaining 210 − 10
attribute patterns are plotted with black solid lines. Figure 3(b) plots the estimated support
size of p versus λ, and the EBIC value versus λ. For definition of EBIC see the end of this
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subsection. We observe that when λ ∈ [−4.4,−1.4], Algorithm 1 selects the correct model
with 10 true attribute patterns. This interval of λ corresponds to a “stable window” of the
estimation algorithm that gives the correct selection and also has the smallest EBIC value.
For this specific dataset, the proposed method along with EBIC succeeds in selecting the
true model. Please see Section 5 for more simulation results which show that the proposed
methods combined with EBIC indeed have good performance in general.
(a) solution paths versus λ (b) EBIC values and support sizes versus λ
Figure 3: PEM solution paths and EBIC values in one trial, N = 150.
4.1.2 Variational EM algorithm from an alternative formulation.
In the following, we discuss an alternative formulation of the objective function (18) and
propose a variational EM algorithm for estimation, by treating the proportion parameters
p as latent variables. As discussed in Remark 5, for the objective function (18) with λ ∈
(−∞,−1], the penalty term ∏2Kl=1 pλαl does not correspond to a proper Dirichlet distribution
density. However, for any arbitrarily small λ value, the objective function (18) can be
replaced by the following alternative formulation:
`λ,Υpseudo(Θ,p) = Υ · `(Θ,p) + (β − 1)
∑
α∈Ainput
logρN (pα) for β ∈ (0, 1), Υ ∈ (0, 1]. (25)
where we introduce a new parameter Υ ∈ (0, 1] and replace λ with β−1 to respect the con-
vectional notation of a Dirichlet distribution with hyperparameter β ∈ (0, 1) to encourage
sparsity. With β ∈ (0, 1) and Υ ∈ (0, 1], the ratio (1− β)/Υ can be arbitrarily large when
Υ is arbitrarily close to zero, therefore making (25) equivalent to (18).
In the new objective function (25), the penalty term
∏2K
l=1 p
β−1
αl , β ∈ (0, 1), can be
viewed as a well-defined Dirichlet density function for the latent variables p. One intuition
behind (25) is that given moderate sample size and large number of potential latent at-
tribute patterns, one needs to downweight the influence of data likelihood and magnify the
prior information encoded by the Dirichlet density, in order to have the sufficient extent of
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shrinkage. The fractional powered likelihood multiplied by the Dirichlet density can then be
treated as a loss function to minimize. The idea of assigning a fractional power to the like-
lihood was also used in the Bayesian literature, such as Bissiri et al. (2016) and Holmes and
Walker (2017) for Bayesian learning under model misspecification, and Yang et al. (2018)
and Che´rief-Abdellatif and Alquier (2018) for variational Bayesian inference. Different from
these works, here we use the alternative formulation (25) of the original objective function
(18) in order to consistently select the significant latent attribute patterns.
The formulation (25) allows a variational EM algorithm for obtaining the item param-
eters Θ and the posterior means of the latent variables p. Here we treat Θ still as model
parameters, then we follow the general derivation of variational algorithms in Blei et al.
(2017) to derive Algorithm 2. We denote the digamma function by Ψ(x) = ddx log Γ(x) for
x ∈ (0,∞). In particular, the complete likelihood is
`λ,Υcomp(Θ | R,A,p) =
∑
α∈Ainput
{
Υ ·
[∑
i
I(Ai = α)
]
+ β − 1
}
logρN (pα) (26)
+ Υ ·
{ ∑
α∈Ainput
∑
i
I(Ai = α)
∑
j
[
Ri,j log(θj,α) + (1−Ri,j) log(1− θj,α)
]}
.
In the variational E step, we first obtain the conditional probability of I(Ai = αl) for each
individual i and each input attribute pattern αl, which we denote by ϕi,αl . In updating this
ϕi,αl , the variational posterior distribution of the pα’s are used, which is still a Dirichlet
distribution with mean parameters (∆1, . . . ,∆|Ainput|) updated in the previous E step (or
from initializations if in the first iteration). Then we update the mean parameters for the
variational posterior distribution of pαl ’s based on the obtained ϕi,αl . After finishing this E
step, in the M step we maximize the complete likelihood with respect to Θ, by substituting
the I(Ai = αl)’s with ϕi,αl ’s. Note that when taking the derivatives of (26) with respect
to θj,αl ’s does not involve either terms of pαl or terms of Υ and β, so only ϕi,αl are used in
the M step for updating Θ. Indeed, the M step of updating Θ in the current Algorithm 2
takes the same form as that of Algorithm 1.
Similar to Algorithm 1, in the practical use of Algorithm 2 for pattern selection, we
recommend using a sequential fitting procedure. For a small fixed λ > 0, we choose a
sequence of Υ values 1 > Υ1 > Υ2 > · · · > ΥB > 0 where Υ1 should be close to 1 and ΥB
should be relatively small. In our simulation studies, we found a ΥB = 0.3 is sufficient in
most of cases. Then we sequentially run Algorithm 2 for B times with fractional powers
Υ1, . . . ,ΥB respectively and use estimated parameters from FP-VEM with Υb as initial
values for FP-VEM with Υb+1. In the end, we also use EBIC to select the best Υ. Since β
and Υ can be viewed as acting together through the term (1−β)/Υ, in terms of parameter
tuning, in practice we recommend fixing β to a relatively small value, say β = 0.01, and
let the fractional power Υ ∈ (0, 1] vary to control the sparsity level of the proportion
parameters.
4.2 Screening as a preprocessing step when 2K  N
In many applications of SLAMs, the number of attribute patterns 2K could be much larger
than N . This is especially the case in the application of SLAMs in epidemiological and
medical diagnosis (Wu et al., 2017, 2018). In such scenarios, given a sample with size of
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Algorithm 2: FP-VEM: Fractional Power Variational EM for Υ ∈ (0, 1]
Data: Q, R, and candidate attribute patterns Ainput.
Initialize ∆ = (∆
(0)
1 , . . . ,∆
(0)
|Ainput|) = (β, . . . , β).
while not converged do
In the (t+ 1)th iteration,
for (i, l) ∈ [N ]× [|Ainput|] do
ϕ
(t+1)
i,αl
=
exp
{
Ψ(∆
(t)
l ) + Υ ·
∑
j
[
Ri,j log(θ
(t)
j,αl
) + (1−Ri,j) log(1− θ(t)j,αl)
]}
∑
m exp
{
Ψ(∆
(t)
m ) + Υ ·
∑
j
[
Ri,j log(θ
(t)
j,αm
) + (1−Ri,j) log(1− θ(t)j,αm)
]} ;
for l ∈ [|Ainput|] do
∆
(t+1)
l ← β + Υ×
∑N
i=1 ϕ
(t+1)
i,l ;
for j ∈ [J ] do
Θ(t+1) =
arg maxΘ
{∑
αl
∑
i ϕ
(t+1)
i,αl
∑
j
[
Ri,j log(θj,αl) + (1−Ri,j) log(1− θj,αl)
]}
After the total T iterations,
for αl ∈ Ainput do
pαl ← ∆(T )l /(
∑
m ∆
(T )
m ).
output: {αl ∈ Ainput : pαl > ρN}.
several thousands or hundreds, it is desirable to develop an efficient screening procedure to
bring down the number of candidate attribute patterns, and then perform the estimation.
We next describe our screening approach. Recall that for each subject i = 1, . . . , N ,
we denote his/her latent attribute pattern by Ai = (Ai,1, . . . , Ai,K) ∈ {0, 1}K . In the
screening stage we jointly estimate the item parameters Θ and the {Ai, i ∈ [N ]} to get
a rough estimation of each subject i’s attribute pattern, and gather all the N estimated
attribute profiles as candidate patterns. The estimation of p is postponed to the estimation
stage. Under the basic two-parameter SLAM, the complete log likelihood involving the
latent variables takes the form
`complete(Θ,A) =
N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
[
Ri,j
(∏
k
A
qj,k
i,k log θ
+
j + (1−
∏
k
A
qj,k
i,k ) log θ
−
j
)]
(27)
+ (1−Ri,j)
(∏
k
A
qj,k
i,k log(1− θ+j ) + (1−
∏
k
A
qj,k
i,k ) log(1− θ−j )
)]
.
We next derive an algorithm with a stochastic EM flavor to estimate the posterior mean of
each latent variable Ai,k, denoted by a matrix (âi,k) of size N ×K where âi,k = E[Ai,k | ·].
In the end of the algorithm, we obtain the binary matrix W containing the candidate
attribute patterns by defining W = (wi,k)N×K with wi,k = I(âi,k > 1/2). In such a screening
procedure, we first utilize the dependency among the K attributes in iterative updates, then
partly ignore the dependency in the last step through applying Bayes’ rule to each single
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attribute. This results in fast and valid screening of attribute patterns. Viewing the ith row
vector of W as the estimated attribute pattern of subject i, the unique row vectors in W
give the selected attribute patterns in the screening stage. We denote this set of candidate
patterns by Âscreen. As long as the screening has the nice property of “no false exclusion”,
meaning the rows in W contain all the true attribute patterns, then the screening stage is
considered successful. The selected candidate patterns are passed along to the shrinkage
estimation stage as input patterns.
We say the screening procedure has the sure screening property if as N goes to infinity,
the probability of all the true attribute patterns included in Âscreen goes to one. The next
theorem establishes the sure screening property of the proposed screening procedure.
Theorem 4 (sure screening property) Suppose the identifiability conditions in Theo-
rem 1 and the constraints (21) are satisfied. The screening procedure applied to a SLAM that
covers the two-parameter SLAM as a submodel has the sure screening property. Specifically,
there exists a constant βmin > 0 such that P(Âscreen ⊇ A0) ≥ 1− |A0| exp(−Nβmin)→ 1 as
N →∞.
Theorem 4 shows that the probability of the screening procedure failing to include all
true patterns has an exponential decay with the sample size N . We point out that despite
having the nice property of sure screening, the screening procedure does not guarantee
consistency in selecting exactly the set A0 of true patterns, if the number of observed
variables per subject J is not large enough. Generally speaking, as N goes large but J does
not, the set Âscreen will include many false attribute patterns, although it will contain the
true set A0 with probability tending to one. Therefore the shrinkage estimation approach
in Section 4.1 is still essential to performing pattern selection.
In Algorithm 3, we present the proposed screening algorithm with stochastic approxi-
mations based on a number of Meff Gibbs samples of A in the E step. Alternatively, we can
also use an even faster screening procedure by just updating the conditional probability of
each subject possessing each attribute (i.e., each Ai,k) in each E step, conditioning on every-
thing else; we term this alternative procedure the variational screening procedure. As stated
before, the screening algorithm is derived based on the log-likelihood of the two-parameter
SLAM, but can be applied to a multi-parameter SLAM that covers the two-parameter coun-
terpart as a submodel. After the screening stage, the set of attribute patterns as input to
the shrinkage Algorithms 1 or 2 is taken as Ainput = Âscreen. Screening drastically lowers
down the computational cost of the subsequent shrinkage estimation, and the number of
candidate patterns fed to the shrinkage stage is kept at the order of N .
Remark 8 The screening algorithm can be modified to be more conservative in order to
reduce the risk of excluding true patterns. In particular, after each stochastic E step in the
screening algorithm, based on the current iterate of Aave we can obtain a N × K binary
matrix with the (i, k)th entry being I(Aavei,k ) > 1/2. The unique row vectors of this binary
matrix can be viewed as the current candidate latent patterns. To make the screening proce-
dure more conservative, we recommend saving this set of candidate patterns after every M
stochastic EM iterations (M is a positive integer), and take the union of these saved sets
in the end of the algorithm to form Âscreen as the output. We call this strategy “screening
enhanced by Gibbs exploration”, since it takes advantage of the latent patterns that the Gibbs
sampling explores along the stochastic EM iterations.
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Algorithm 3: Stochastic Approximation Gibbs Screening
Data: Q, R
Result: Candidate attribute patterns Âscreen.
Initialize attribute patterns A = (Ai,k)N×K ∈ {0, 1}N×K , and θ+ and θ−.
Set t = 1, Aave = 0, Iave = 0.
while not converged do
As ← 0, Is ← 0, Meff ← 0.
for r ∈ [Mmax] do
for (i, k) ∈ [N ]× [K] do
Draw Ai,k ∼
Bernoulli
(
logit−1
(∑
j qj,k
∏
m6=k A
qj,m
i,m
[
Ri,j log
θ+j
θ−j
+(1−Ri,j) log 1−θ
+
j
1−θ−j
]))
.
if r ≥Mmax −Meff then
As ← As + A, Is ← Is +
(∏
k A
qj,k
i,k
)
N×J
.
Aave ← 1tAs/Meff +
(
1− 1t
)
Aave, Iave ← 1t Is/Meff +
(
1− 1t
)
Iave, t = t+ 1.
for j ∈ [J ] do
θ+j ← (
∑
iRi,jI
ave
i,j )/(
∑
i I
ave
i,j ), θ
−
j ← (
∑
iRi,j(1− Iavei,j ))(
∑
i(1− Iavei,j )).
for (i, k) ∈ [N ]× [K] do
wi,k ← I(Aavei,k > 12).
Output: include all the unique row vectors of W in the set Âscreen.
5. Simulation Studies
We next present simulation results with the two-parameter SLAM and the multi-parameter
all-effect SLAM, respectively.
Two-parameter SLAM. Consider the two-parameter SLAM with a 3K ×K Q-matrix
Q = (Q>1 , Q>2 , Q>3 )>, where the three submatrices Q1, Q2 and Q3 are specified in (24).
We consider three dimensions of possible attribute patterns with 2K = 210, 215, and 220,
three sample sizes with N = 150, 500 and 1000, and two different signal levels with true
item parameters: {θ+j = 0.8, θ−j = 0.2; j ∈ [J ]}, the relatively weak signals; and {θ+j =
0.9, θ−j = 0.1; j ∈ [J ]}, the relatively strong signals. We randomly generate the set of true
attribute patterns A0 ⊆ {0, 1}K with cardinality |A0| = 10 and pα = 0.1 for all α ∈ A0.
In the simulations, for K = 10 the Ainput is taken to be {0, 1}K ; while for K = 15 and 20,
the Ainput is taken to be Âscreen, i.e., the set of candidate patterns output by the screening
procedure.
In each scenario we perform 200 independent simulations. For shrinkage estimation, we
apply the proposed Algorithm 1 “Penalized EM (PEM)” and Algorithm 2 “Fractional Power
Variational EM (FP-VEM)”, and also apply the plain EM algorithm with thresholding for
comparison. For 2K = 210, we directly apply the shrinkage algorithms; and for large
2K = 215 and 2K = 220, we run Algorithm 3 for screening first, and then run the shrinkage
algorithms with Âscreen as input patterns. When running PEM we compute a solution
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path by varying λ in the range of λ ∈ {−0.2, −0.4, . . . , −3.8, −4.0}, and select the λ that
gives the smallest EBIC. When running FP-VEM we fix β = λ + 1 = 0.01 and compute a
solution path by varying Υ in {1.0, 0.9, . . . , 0.4, 0.3} and also select Υ using EBIC. We use
the threshold value ρN = 1/(2N) for the estimated proportions in the last step for all three
shrinkage algorithms to select patterns (other smaller ρN values give similar results).
Table 2: Pattern selection accuracies for two-parameter SLAM. Tuning parameter λ ∈
{−0.2, −0.4, . . . , −3.8, −4.0} in PEM (Algorithm 1) and Υ ∈ {1.0, 0.9, . . . , 0.4, 0.3} in
FP-VEM (Algorithm 2) are selected based on EBIC.
signal strength 2K N
1−FDR TPR
EM Algo. 1 Algo. 2 EM Algo. 1 Algo. 2
θ+j = 0.8,
θ−j = 0.2.
210
150 0.139 0.883 0.896 0.930 0.885 0.895
500 0.115 0.995 0.992 1.000 1.000 0.999
1000 0.100 1.000 0.996 1.000 1.000 1.000
215
150 0.049 0.523 0.544 0.539 0.530 0.543
500 0.089 0.924 0.928 0.934 0.930 0.932
1000 0.078 0.984 0.988 0.991 0.991 0.991
220
150 0.019 0.213 0.264 0.270 0.255 0.271
500 0.019 0.609 0.633 0.636 0.641 0.642
1000 0.038 0.816 0.848 0.864 0.864 0.863
θ+j = 0.9,
θ−j = 0.1.
210
150 0.323 0.909 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
500 0.208 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1000 0.167 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
215
150 0.317 0.989 0.974 0.993 0.991 0.992
500 0.220 1.000 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000
1000 0.205 1.000 0.994 1.000 1.000 1.000
220
150 0.232 0.968 0.941 0.972 0.971 0.970
500 0.159 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000
1000 0.146 1.000 0.997 1.000 1.000 1.000
The simulation results on selection accuracies are presented in Table 2. The “TPR”
stands for True Positive Rate, which denotes the proportion of true patterns that are se-
lected. The “1-FDR” stands for “1−False Discovery Rate (FDR)”, which denotes the
proportion of selected patterns that are true patterns. Table 2 shows the proposed PEM
and FP-VEM yield good selection results in various scenarios, while the EM algorithm with
direct thresholding at ρN suffers from high FDR, i.e., selecting too many non-existing at-
tribute patterns. We would like to point out that the plain VEM as presented in Example 6
is a special case of the proposed FP-VEM, by just taking the fractional power Υ to be Υ = 1.
So in each simulation run, the result given by VEM is included in the solution path given
by FP-VEM with Υ ∈ {1.0, 0.9, . . . , 0.4, 0.3}, and in the final step EBIC selects the best
Υ from the entire solution path. Indeed, in all our simulations about FP-VEM, the result
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given by Υ = 1 is never selected by EBIC, which means the selection result given by plain
VEM is never favored over the proposed FP-VEM. We also remark here that the proposed
methods are computationally efficient. All the algorithms are implemented in Matlab. In
particular, in the case of relatively strong signal with 1 − θ+j = θ−j = 0.10, screening and
computing an entire solution path for (2K , N) = (220, 1000) takes < 2 minutes on average
on a laptop with a 2.8 GHz processor, and yields almost perfect pattern selection results,
as shown in the last row of Table 2.
We give some discussions on the comparison of the PEM and the FP-VEM algorithms.
The estimation accuracies presented in Table 2 generally show the two algorithms have
comparable performance on pattern selection. In terms of selecting the tuning parameter,
the FP-VEM can be easier to tune because the fractional power Υ is always between 0 and
1, while the PEM algorithm has a negative tuning parameter λ ∈ (−∞, 0) that can have an
arbitrarily large magnitude. Specifically, the scenario of an increasing sparsity corresponds
to Υ→ 0 and λ→ −∞, and when extremal sparsity exists, the FP-VEM needs to choose Υ
close to zero with a small magnitude and the PEM needs to choose λ with a large magnitude.
Therefore, in such cases the tuning of PEM may take more time, since λ < 0 needs to be
searched over a relatively large interval; an exponential grid search may be of help in this
case while a further exploration would be needed. Meanwhile, we find in simulation studies
that choosing a small Υ in FP-VEM too close to zero may result in the algorithm to be
less stable in some cases. In practice, if the computation time is not a primary concern, we
recommend first considering the PEM algorithm for the better stability.
We further conduct a simulation study to investigate how the threshold value ρN for
the estimated proportions impact the pattern selection results of different methods. In
the setting with 1 − θ+j = θ−j = 0.2 and N = 150 (the same setting as the first line in
Table 2), we simulate 200 independent datasets, and apply the proposed PEM (Algorithm
1), FP-VEM (Algorithm 2) and the usual EM algorithm with various thresholds ρN ∈
{1/(50N)} ∪ {i/(2N), i = 1, 3, 5, . . . , 15}. Figure 4 plots the average “TPR” and average
“1−FDR” versus the threshold values. It can be seen that directly thresholding the MLE of
the proportions (corresponding to the thresholding after EM) does not yield good selection
results. For a small threshold ρN = 1/(2N), the FDR of thresholded EM is quite high.
When further decreasing the threshold ρN from 1/(2N) to 1/(50N), the FDR of thresholded
EM becomes worse while the proposed methods have stable performance. On the other
hand, as the threshold ρN increases from 1/(2N) to larger values, the TPR of EM quickly
decreases. In contrast, the proposed methods PEM and FP-VEM give reasonably good
selection results across all the threshold values, and have slightly better performance for
smaller thresholds. Even the best selection result given by thresholding EM corresponding
to the threshold ρN = 7/(2N) is not comparable to those given by the proposed methods.
We next evaluate the performance of the screening procedure. We find that the screening
procedure drastically reduces the computational cost in the subsequent shrinkage estimation
stage. For instance, in the setting (N,K) = (150, 15) when noise rate is 1−θ+j = θ−j = 20%,
based on 200 runs, the variational screening procedure takes 1.55 seconds on average, and
the subsequent PEM algorithm takes 6.42 seconds on average; while if no screening is
performed, the PEM algorithm takes 7.96× 103 seconds on average.
As described earlier, the screening is considered successful if all true patterns are included
in the candidate set Âscreen. Under each simulation scenario in Table 2 corresponding to
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Figure 4: Selection accuracies versus thresholds for the two-parameter SLAM with 1−θ+j =
θ−j = 0.2 and N = 150. For each method, “acc1” denotes the True Positive Rate (TPR),
the proportion of true patterns that are selected; and “acc2” denotes “1−False Discovery
Rate (FDR)”, the proportion of selected patterns that are true.
K = 15 or K = 20, we record the coverage probabilities of the true patterns for each of 200
runs, where in each run
∑
α∈A0 I(α ∈ Âscreen)/|A0| is recorded as the coverage probability.
The boxplots of coverage probabilities under these scenarios are presented in Figure 5(a),
(c), (e) and (g). We also record the size of Âscreen, i.e., the number of candidate patterns
given by the screening procedure in each run, and present their boxplots in Figure 5(b), (d),
(f) and (h). The screening procedure generally works well. On the other hand, Figure 5(e)
and (g) show that for the relatively large noise rate and small sample size, the screening
accuracy is not high.
To improve the performance of screening, we apply the strategy of screening enhanced
by Gibbs exploration described in Remark 8 with M = 3. That is, along the stochastic EM
iterations of the screening algorithm, after every three iterations we add the current set of
latent patterns to the candidate set Âscreen. The resulting screening accuracies and sizes of
Âscreen are presented in Figure 6. Compared to the second row of plots in Figure 5, one can
clearly see that the enhancing procedure improves the screening accuracy significantly, while
the size of Ascreen also increases but still remains quite manageable. Under the noise rate
1− θ+j = θ−j = 20%, the size of Ascreen is always below N for screening without enhancing,
while for screening with enhancing, the size of Ascreen is around 2N for K = 15 and around
3N for K = 20. The enhancing by Gibbs exploration would not sacrifice the efficiency of
the screening procedure itself, though it results in a larger set of Âscreen which incurs higher
computational cost in the shrinkage stage. In practice, one should leverage this tradeoff
according to the sample size. Specifically, when sample size N is small, choosing a more
conservative screening procedure (with a smaller integer M) is recommended, because this
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(a) K = 15, noise 10%;
screening accuracy
(b) K = 15, noise 10%;
size of Âscreen
(c) K = 20, noise 10%;
screening accuracy
(d) K = 20, noise 10%;
size of Âscreen
(e) K = 15, noise 20%;
screening accuracy
(f) K = 15, noise 20%;
size of Âscreen
(g) K = 20, noise 20%;
screening accuracy
(h) K = 20, noise 20%;
size of Âscreen
Figure 5: Screening: plots (a), (c), (e) and (g) are coverage probabilities of the true patterns,
from the screening procedure under the two-parameter SLAM; plots (b), (d), (f) and (h)
are sizes of Âscreen. The “noise” refers to the value of 1− θ+j = θ−j .
(a) K = 15, noise 20%;
screening accuracy
(b) K = 15, noise 20%;
size of Âscreen
(c) K = 20, noise 20%;
screening accuracy
(d) K = 20, noise 20%;
size of Âscreen
Figure 6: Screening enhanced by Gibbs exploration: screening accuracy and size of Âscreen.
Noise rate is 1− θ+j = θ−j = 20%.
would increase the screening accuracy without causing much computational burden for the
shrinkage algorithm. With the enhanced screening procedure, in the relatively weak signal
case 1− θ+j = θ−j = 0.2 and under (K,N) = (15, 150), the two accuracy measures 1−FDR
and TPR for the PEM algorithm, become (0.850, 0.860) (previously it was (0.523, 0.530)
in Table 2), and those under the FP-VEM algorithm become (0.839, 0.853) (previously
(0.544, 0.543) in Table 2). Under (K,N) = (20, 150), the two accuracy measures for the
PEM become (0.608, 0.648) (previously (0.213, 0.255) in Table 2) and those for the FP-VEM
become (0.620, 0.634) (previously (0.264, 0.271) in Table 2).
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Multi-parameter all-effect SLAM. Consider the multi-parameter all-effect SLAM in-
troduced in (6) in Example 3 with an identity link function f(·). Let the Q-matrix be
in the form Q = (Q>1 , Q>2 , Q>2 ) with Q1 and Q2 specified in (24). Similar to the two-
parameter simulation study, we consider three dimensions of possible attribute patterns
with 2K = 210, 215, and 220, and three sample sizes with N = 150, 500 and 1000. For each
item, set the baseline probability, the positive response probability of the all-zero attribute
pattern α = 0K , to 0.2 (i.e., θj,0K = 0.2), and the positive response probability of α = 1K
to 0.8 (i.e., θj,1K = 0.8). And we set all the main effects and interaction effects parameters
of the item to be equal (i.e., βj,S1 = βj,S2 for any ∅ 6= S1, S2 ⊂ Kj for the β-coefficients in
(6)). We randomly generate the set of true attribute patterns, A0 ⊆ {0, 1}K with cardinality
|A0| = 10 and set pα = 0.1 for all α ∈ A0.
Table 3: Pattern selection accuracies for multi-parameter all-effect SLAM. Tuning param-
eter λ ∈ {−0.2,−0.4, . . . ,−4.0} in PEM (Algorithm 1) and Υ ∈ {1.0, 0.9, . . . , 0.3} in FP-
VEM (Algorithm 2) are selected using EBIC. Signal strengths are θj,0K = 0.1, θj,1K = 0.9.
2K N
1−FDR TPR
EM Algo. 1 Algo. 2 EM Algo. 1 Algo. 2
210
150 0.277 0.983 0.953 0.996 0.980 0.974
500 0.214 0.988 0.976 1.000 1.000 1.000
1000 0.193 0.992 0.986 1.000 1.000 1.000
215
150 0.198 0.900 0.893 0.904 0.902 0.902
500 0.166 0.999 0.997 1.000 1.000 1.000
1000 0.134 1.000 0.996 1.000 1.000 1.000
220
150 0.109 0.723 0.741 0.739 0.734 0.743
500 0.129 0.980 0.981 0.980 0.982 0.983
1000 0.104 1.000 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000
Similar to the observations in Table 2, Table 3 shows that the proposed methods also
have good pattern selection performance for the more complicated multi-parameter all-effect
model. The approximate screening algorithm based on the two-parameter submodel is quite
effective here for screening out candidate patterns under the multi-parameter model. And
similarly to the two-parameter case, the EM algorithm tends to severely overselects the
attribute patterns. Please see Appendix A.2 for additional results on the performance of
the screening procedure.
6. Data Analysis
In this section, we apply the proposed methodology to two real world datasets in educational
assessment to uncover the knowledge structure of the population.
Analysis of Fraction Subtraction Data. The fraction subtraction dataset is widely
analyzed in the psychometrics literature (de la Torre and Douglas, 2004; DeCarlo, 2011;
Henson et al., 2009; de la Torre, 2011). The dataset contains N = 536 middle school
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students’ binary responses to 20 questions that were designed for diagnosis assessment of 8
attributes related to fraction and subtraction. Table 4 presents the Q-matrix specified in
de la Torre and Douglas (2004). The eight attributes are (α1) Convert a whole number to
a fraction; (α2) Separate a whole number from a fraction; (α3) Simplify before subtracting;
(α4) Find a common denominator; (α5) Borrow from whole number part; (α6) Column
borrow to subtract the second numerator from the first; (α7) Subtract numerators; (α8)
Reduce answers to simplest form.
Table 4: Q-matrix, Fraction Subtraction Data
Item ID α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
18 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
19 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
20 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
7
2 8
1 3 5
6
4
(a) EBIC values and support sizes versus Υ (b) attribute structure selected by EBIC
Figure 7: Results of Fraction Subtraction Data analyzed using two-parameter SLAM.
Many studies in the literature use the two-parameter SLAM to fit the dataset, mostly
due to that it is reasonable to assume the required attributes of each item act together
to form a “capable” knowledge state and an “incapable” knowledge state. This results
in two levels of item parameters for each item. We first use the two-parameter model to
analyze the data. Given this 20×8 Q-matrix, the number of equivalence classes induced by
the Q-matrix Q20×8 under the two-parameter model is |{∨j∈Sqj : S ⊆ {1, . . . , J}}| = 58.
We apply Algorithm 2, the FP-VEM algorithm with a sequence of fractional power values
Υ ∈ {0.90, 0.89, · · · , 0.60} and use EBIC to select the tuning parameter Υ while keeping
the Dirichlet hyper-parameter β = 0.01. Figure 7(a) plots the EBIC values and the support
sizes of p, both against the Υ values. It can be seen that Υ = 0.8 yields the smallest EBIC
value 8.98 × 103, and it is the largest Υ value in the flat window of [0.66, 0.8] that gives 9
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(a) Υ = 0.90,
16 patterns
(b) Υ = 0.86,
15 patterns
(c) Υ ∈ [0.82, 0.84],
11 patterns
(d) Υ ∈ [0.66, 0.80],
9 patterns
(e) Υ = 0.90,
8 groups of attributes
(f) Υ = 0.86,
7 groups of attributes
(g) Υ ∈ [0.82, 0.84],
7 groups of attributes
(h) Υ ∈ [0.66, 0.80],
5 groups of attributes
Figure 8: Fraction Subtraction Data: different sets of estimated patterns (a)–(d) (black
for “0” and white for “1”) and the corresponding attribute structures (e)–(h) under various
Υ’s in Algorithm 2. Plot (h) here is equivalent to Figure 7(b).
equivalence classes of attribute patterns. We also use the multi-parameter all-effect model
introduced in Example 3 to fit the dataset. For a range of values of the tuning parameters
Υ, the smallest EBIC value is above 1.02 × 104, which is much higher than the smallest
EBIC 8.98 × 103 given by the two-parameter model. This also aligns with the results in
the literature that the two-parameter model fits the fraction subtraction dataset better
than other models (DeCarlo, 2011; de la Torre and Douglas, 2004). Therefore next we only
present and discuss the results given by the two-parameter model.
Figure 7(b) plots the attribute structure corresponding to the 9 equivalence classes of
attribute patterns selected by EBIC. We obtain this attribute structure using the following
procedure. First, we obtain the representatives of these 9 equivalence classes and construct
a 9× 8 matrix of selected attribute patterns. We denote this 9× 8 matrix by Â, with each
row of Â a 8-dimensional binary vector denoting one selected knowledge state. If Â(·, k1) 
Â(·, k2), then attribute k1 is considered as a prerequisite for attribute k2. Examining these
9 selected knowledge states, we find that the total number of 8 attributes are separated into
5 groups G1 = {7}, G2 = {2, 8}, G3 = {6} and G4 = {4} and G5 = {1, 3, 5}, such that
the attributes in the same group play the same role in clustering the students population
into the 9 knowledge states. In particular, based on the observed data, attributes 2 and
8 are equivalent in distinguishing the students population’s knowledge states; and so are
attributes 1, 3, 5. The estimated prerequisite relationship among these 5 groups is depicted
in Figure 7(b). Figure 7(b) implies that attribute (α7) Subtract numerators, is a quite basic
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skill attribute and serves as prerequisite for all the remaining attributes. This suits the
common sense that in the problems about fraction and subtraction, the ability of subtracting
integers should be the most basic. Figure 7 also shows that attributes (α2), (α6), (α8) are
middle level skills that only has one prerequisite attribute (α7), and serve as prerequisites
for multiple other skills. Finally, the remaining attributes (α4), (α1), (α3) and (α5) are high
level skills in the hierarchical structure. We would like to point out that the directed edges in
the attribute hierarchy in Figure 7(b) (and also in the later Figure 9 for the TIMSS dataset)
do not necessarily correspond to causal relations between the skill attributes. Instead, the
attribute hierarchy results from the learned subset of attribute patterns, and it just reflects
the estimated cognitive structure of the students being measured.
For the Fraction Subtraction data, in addition to the attribute structure chosen by EBIC
shown in Figure 7(b), we also present those sets of attribute patterns selected by different Υ’s
in the solution path. The four sets of patterns and their corresponding attribute structures
are presented in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8(a)–(d), the latent patterns selected by a
smaller Υ always form a subset of those patterns selected by a larger Υ. Also, the attribute
structures selected by different Υ’s share some commonalities. Among the second row of
Figure 8, plot (h) is equivalent to the attribute structure in Figure 7(b).
Analysis of TIMSS Data. We also apply the proposed method to the TIMSS 2003
8th grade data. The dataset contains N = 757 students’ responses to J = 23 test items,
and the Q-matrix is of size 23 × 13. Under the two-parameter SLAM, the Q-matrix gives
|{∨j∈Sqj : S ⊆ {1, . . . , J}}| = 1625 equivalence classes. Figure 9 shows the results of
fitting the two-parameter SLAM with β = 0.01. The power parameter Υ selected by EBIC
is 0.84 and the corresponding number of equivalence classes is 5. The smallest EBIC value
in Figure 9(a) is 1.96 × 104. We remark here that we also fit the general multi-parameter
all-effect SLAM to the dataset, while the smallest EBIC given by the multi-parameter model
is 7.38× 104, which is much larger than the best EBIC given by the two-parameter SLAM.
So we next focus on the results given by the two-parameter SLAM.
4
1 2 8
6 7 10 125 9
3 11 13
(a) EBIC values and support sizes versus Υ (b) attribute structure selected by EBIC
Figure 9: Results of TIMSS 2003 8th Grade Data analyzed using two-parameter SLAM.
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Figure 9(b) plots the attribute structure given by the selected 5 knowledge states. The
13 attributes are separated into five groups G1 = {3, 11, 13}, G2 = {5, 9}, G3 = {6, 7, 10, 12}
and G4 = {1, 2, 8} and G5 = {4}, such that the attributes in the same group play the same
role in clustering the students population into the five knowledge states. The prerequisite re-
lationships among groups of attributes is also shown in Figure 9(b). Attribute (α3) compute
fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common factors and multiples, attribute (α11)
compare two fractions with different numerators and different denominators, attribute (α13)
use equivalent fraction as a strategy to add and subtract fractions, are the most basic skills
in the attribute hierarchy and serve as the prerequisites for all the remaining attributes.
Indeed, these three are basic algorithmic operations needed to solve the mathematical prob-
lems in the TIMSS test. In addition to the structure selected by EBIC presented in Figure
9(b), other attribute structures corresponding to different Υ ∈ [0.7, 0.9] are presented in
Figure 14 in Appendix A.2.
Existing works in the literature analyzing the fraction subtraction data and the TIMSS
data either make the assumption that all possible configurations of latent attribute patterns
exist in the population or pre-specify the attribute structure based on domain experts’
judgements (Su et al., 2013). To our knowledge, there has not been a systematic approach
to selecting a potentially small set of latent patterns from a high-dimensional space. For
the two real datasets, we also find that the EBIC values of the existing EM algorithm are
much larger than the proposed method, as indicated in Figures 7 and 9 when Υ close to 1;
thus the proposed method provides a better fit of the two datasets.
7. Discussion
In this paper we propose a penalized likelihood method to learn the attribute patterns in
the structured latent attribute models, a special family of discrete latent variable models.
We allow the number of latent patterns to go to infinity and perform pattern selection
by penalizing the proportion parameters of the latent attribute patterns. The theory of
pattern selection consistency is established for the proposed regularized MLE. The nice
form of the penalty term facilitates the computation. Two algorithms are developed to
solve the optimization problem, one being a modification of the EM algorithm, and the
other being a variational EM algorithm that results from an alternative formulation of the
objective function. The simulation study and real data analysis show the proposed methods
have good pattern selection performance.
This work assumes the design Q-matrix is prespecified and correct. In practice, if there is
reason to suspect that the Q-matrix could be misspecified, then one needs to simultaneously
estimate the Q-matrix and learn the attribute patterns from data. Given fixed number of
attribute patterns, previous works including Xu and Shang (2018) and Chen et al. (2018)
used the likelihood based methods and the Bayesian methods, respectively, to estimate Q.
It is also desirable to develop methods to jointly estimate Q and learn attribute patterns
with the existence of large number of attributes. We would like to point out that the
identifiability results developed in this work (in Section 3) directly apply to this case, and
can guarantee both the design matrix Q and the set of significant attribute patterns are
learnable from data.
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The learnability theory developed in this paper guarantees one can reliably learn a
SLAM with an arbitrary set of attribute patterns from data. As mentioned earlier, SLAMs
can be expressed as higher-order probability tensors with special structures. Also, SLAMs
share similarities with the restricted Boltzmann machines and the deep Boltzmann ma-
chines in the bipartite graph structure among the latent and observed multivariate binary
variables. Current techniques for proving identifiability of SLAMs could be adapted to de-
velop theory for uniqueness of structured tensor decompositions and learnability of some
more complicated latent variable models. We leave these directions for future study.
Appendix
A.1 Technical Proofs
We introduce a useful notation, the T -matrix, before proving the identifiability theory. We
consider a marginal probability matrix T (ΓA, ΘA) of size 2J × |A| as follows. When it
causes no confusion, we also write T (ΓA, ΘA) simply as T (Γ,Θ). Rows of T (Γ,Θ) are
indexed by the 2J possible response patterns r = (r1, . . . , rJ)
> ∈ {0, 1}J and columns of
T (Γ,Θ) are indexed by latent attribute patterns α ∈ A, while the (r,α)th entry of T (Γ,Θ),
denoted by Tr,α(Γ,Θ), represents the marginal probability that subjects in latent class α
provide positive responses to the set of items {j : rj = 1}, namely Tr,α(Γ,Θ) = P (R  r |
Θ,α) =
∏J
j=1 θ
rj
j,α. Denote the αth column vector and the rth row vector of the T -matrix
by T·,α(Γ,Θ) and Tr,·(Γ,Θ) respectively. Let ej denote the J-dimensional unit vector with
the jth element being one and all the other elements being zero, then any response pattern r
can be written as a sum of some e-vectors, namely r =
∑
j:rj=1
ej . The rth element of the
2J -dimensional vector T (Γ,Θ)p is {T (Γ,Θ)p}r = Tr,·(Γ,Θ)p = ∑α∈A Tr,α(Γ,Θ)pα =
P (R  r | Γ,Θ). The T -matrix have some nice algebraic properties that will be useful in
later proofs. We state them in the following lemma, the proof of which is similar to that of
Proposition 3 in Xu (2017) and hence is omitted.
Lemma 1 Under a SLAM with constraint matrix Γ, (Γ,Θ,p) are jointly identifiable if and
only if for any (Γ,Θ,p) and (Γ¯, Θ¯, p¯),
T (Γ,Θ)p = T (Γ¯, Θ¯)p¯ (28)
implies (Γ,Θ,p) = (Γ¯, Θ¯, p¯). For any θ∗ = (θ1, . . . , θJ)> ∈ RJ , there exists an invertible
matrix D(θ∗) only depending on θ∗, such that
T (Γ,Θ− θ∗1>) = D(θ∗)T (Γ,Θ), (29)
where 1> denotes an all-one vector and θ∗1> is a matrix of same size as Θ.
Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. We aim to prove that if Γ := ΓA0 of size J×L0
(L0 = |A0|) satisfies Conditions A and B, then for any binary matrix Γ¯ also of size J ×L0,
which can be viewed as a constraint matrix imposing restrictions on the parameter space of
the J ×L0 item parameter matrix Θ¯, and for any L0-dimensional vector p¯ := (p¯1, . . . , p¯L0)
with p¯l ≥ 0 and
∑L0
l=1 p¯l = 1, which can be viewed as a population proportion vector giving
proportions of the L0 latent classes, if
T (Γ,Θ)p = T (Γ¯, Θ¯)p¯ (30)
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holds, then (Γ,Θ,p) = (Γ¯, Θ¯, p¯) up to a label swapping of the latent classes. If this is
proved, then combining Condition C that any column vector of ΓA0 is different from any
column vector of ΓAc0 , we would have the conclusion that the identified ΓA0 uniquely maps
to the true set of attribute patterns A0.
We add a remark here that given (30), the columns of the Γ¯ do not necessarily have the
interpretation of representing some K-dimensional binary attribute patterns; instead, these
columns just correspond to L0 latent classes. And after we obtain (Γ,Θ,p) = (Γ¯, Θ¯, p¯) up to
a label swapping, we would have the conclusion that Γ¯ equals Γ up to column permutation;
Then with Condition C, the Γ¯ would have the interpretation of being the constraint matrix
for the attribute patterns in A0. Because of this, in the following proof, we sometimes
will also ignore the interpretation of the columns of the true ΓA0 , and simply denote the
columns of it by the column index integer l, i.e., ΓA0 has columns ΓA0·,l for l = 1, . . . , L0.
For notational simplicity, we denote Γ(Si,A0) by Γi for i = 1, 2 and Γ((S1∪S2)c,A0) by Γ3.
We also denote item parameter matrix Θ(S1,A0), Θ(S2,A0) and Θ((S1∪S2)
c,A0) by Θ1, Θ2 and
Θ3, respectively. So each Θi has the same size as Γi and respects the constraints specified
by Γi. Without loss of generality, suppose Γ takes the form Γ> = [(Γ1)>, (Γ2)>, (Γ3)>],
where each Γi is of size Ji × L0 and J1 + J2 + J3 = J . For any item j, by the definition of
SLAM we have all those α with ΓA0j,α = 1 have the same highest value of item parameter.
For simplicity, we denote this value of the item parameter by θj,H , where “H” stands for
“highest” level item parameter for item j.
We first show T (Γ¯1, Θ¯
1
) and T (Γ¯2, Θ¯
2
) both have full column rank L0, and that p¯l > 0
for all l ∈ {1, . . . , L0}. By Proposition 3 in Gu and Xu (2019b), Condition A ensures that
T (Γ1,Θ1) of size 2J1 and T (Γ2,Θ2) of size 2J2 both have full column rank L0, since Γ
1 and
Γ2 are both separable. Moreover, in the proof of that conclusion, an invertible square matrix
W1 of size 2
J1×2J1 as well as L0 response patterns r1, . . . , rL0 ∈ {0, 1}L were constructed
such that the row vectors in the transformed W1·T (Γ1,Θ1), which are indexed by the chosen
r1, . . . , rL0 , form a L0 × L0 lower triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal elements. In
other words, in the 2J1 ×L0 rectangular matrix W1T (Γ1,Θ1), there is a L0×L0 submatrix
that is lower triangular and full-rank. For notational simplicity, we denote this submatrix
by {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 . Similarly, there exists W2 and r′1, . . . , r′L0 ∈ {0, 1}L0 such that
there is a L × L full-rank submatrix of W2T (Γ2,Θ2) with rows indexed by r′1, . . . , r′L0 ,
which we denote by {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 .
Based on the above constructions, there exist two invertible square matrices U1 and U2
such that U1 · {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 = IL0 and U2 · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 = IL0 . Denote the C
row vectors of U1 by {u>l , l ∈ [L0]}, then we have that for any l ∈ [L0],
u>l · {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 = (0, 1︸︷︷︸
column l
,0). (31)
Next we prove by contradiction that {W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 and {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯
2
)}r′1:L0 must also
be invertible. We focus on {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯2)}r′1:L0 and conclusion for the other is the same.
If {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯2)}r′1:L0 does not have full rank, then U2 · {W2T (Γ¯
2, Θ¯
2
)}r′1:L0 also does not
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have full rank, so there exists a nonzero vector x = (x1, . . . , xL0) such that
x> · U2 · {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯2)}r′1:L0 = 0.
Note that x> · U2 · {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯2)}r′1:L0 = x from the previous construction of W2. Since
x 6= 0, suppose without loss of generality that xl 6= 0 for some l, then we have
[u>α · {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 ] [x> · U2 · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 ] · p = xlpl 6= 0,
[u>α · {W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 ] [x> · U2 · {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯
2
)}r′1:L0 ] · p¯ = 0,
which contradicts (30). Here a  b denotes the elementwise product of two vectors a and
b of the same length. Therefore {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯2)}r′1:L0 must have full rank C, and so as
{W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 .
Based on the above conclusion, we next show that p¯l > 0 for any l ∈ [L0]. Suppose this
is not true and p¯l = 0 for some l, then there exists a nonzero vector y = (y1, . . . , yL0)
> such
that
y> · {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯2)}r′1:L0 = (0, 1︸︷︷︸
column l
,0).
Since {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 has full rank and y 6= 0, we have y
> · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 6= 0.
Without loss of generality, suppose the l?-th column of this product vector is nonzero and
denote the nonzero value by bl? , then using the u-vectors constructed previously in (31),
we have
[u>α? · {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 ] [y> · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 ] · p = bl?pl? 6= 0,
[u>α? · {W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 ] [y> · {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯
2
)}r′1:L0 ] · p¯ = 0,
which contradicts (30). This shows that p¯l > 0 must hold for all l ∈ [L0].
We next show that for any j ∈ (S1 ∪ S2)c and any l ∈ {1, . . . , L0}, θj,l = θj,σ(l), where
σ(·) is a permutation map from {1, . . . , L0} to {1, . . . , L0}. There must exist a permutation
map σ : {1, . . . , L} → {1, . . . , L} such that for each l ∈ [L0],
f¯σ(l) := [u
>
l · {W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 ]σ(l) 6= 0. (32)
This is because otherwise there would exist l ∈ [L0] such that {U1 · T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}·,l equals the
zero vector, which contradicts the fact that both U1 and {W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 are invertible
matrices. Given the permutation σ, there exists a L0 × L0 invertible matrix V with row
vectors denoted by {vl, l ∈ [L0]} such that for each α ∈ A,
v>l · {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯2)}r′1:L0 = (0, 1︸︷︷︸
column σ(l)
,0). (33)
Then we have
[u>l · {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 ] [v>l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 ] · p = flpl, (34)
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[u>l · {W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 ] [v>l · {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯
2
)}r′1:L0 ] · p¯ = f¯σ(l)p¯σ(l) 6= 0, (35)
where fl = [v
>
l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 ]l. Now we have flpl = f¯σ(l)p¯σ(l) 6= 0. Next further
consider an arbitrary item j ∈ (S1 ∪ S2)c. Equation (30) indicates that
θj,l =
Tej ,·(Γ,Θ) (34)
(34)
=
Tej ,·(Γ¯, Θ¯) (35)
(35)
= θ¯j,σ(l).
We next show that for any j ∈ S1 ∪ S2 and any l ∈ {1, . . . , L0} such that Γj,l = 1,
θj,l = θj,H = θ¯j,σ(l) = θ¯j,H . We introduce a lemma before proceeding with the proof.
Lemma 2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the vectors {vl, l ∈ A0} constructed in
(33) satisfy that
{v>l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0}l′ = 0, ∀αl′ S1 αl under Γ
A0 . (36)
Proof of Lemma 2 If {v>l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0}l′ = zl′ 6= 0, then similar to (34) and
(35) we have
[u>l′ · {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 ] [v>l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 ] · p = zl′pl′ 6= 0,
[u>l′ · {W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 ] [v>α · {W2T (Γ¯2, Θ¯
2
)}r′1:L0 ] · p¯ = f¯σ(l)p¯σ(l),
and further we have θj,l′ = θ¯j,σ(l) = θj,l for j ∈ (S1∪S2)c, which contradicts condition (C2).
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We proceed with the proof. For any l ∈ [L0], define θ∗ =
∑
h∈S1: Γh,l=1 θh,1eh. With θ
∗,
the row vector corresponding to r∗ =
∑
h∈S1:Γh,l=0 eh in the transformed T -matrix satisfies
that
bl := Tr∗,l(Γ
1,Θ1 − θ∗1>) 6= 0; (37)
Tr∗,l′(Γ
1,Θ1 − θ∗1>) = 0, ∀αl′ S1 αl under ΓA0 .
The proof of Step 2 as well as Lemma 2 ensures
fl =[v
>
l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 ]l 6= 0; (38)
[v>l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}r′1:L0 ]l′ = 0, ∀αl′ S1 αl under Γ
A0 .
Consider any j ∈ S1 ∪S2 such that Γj,l = 1, then obviously ej is not included in the sum in
the previously defined response pattern r∗, because r∗ only contains those items that αl is
not capable of, i.e., those j s.t. ΓA0j,l = 0. The above two equations (37) and (38) indicate
Tr∗,·(Γ1,Θ1 − θ∗1>) [v>l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}] =
(
0>, bl · fl︸ ︷︷ ︸
column l
,0>
)
, (39)
Tr∗+ej ,·(Γ
1,Θ1 − θ∗1>) [v>l · {W2T (Γ2,Θ2)}] =
(
0>, θj,H · bl · fl︸ ︷︷ ︸
column l
,0>
)
.
(40)
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Similarly for (Θ¯, p¯) we have
Tr∗,·(Θ¯− θ∗1>) {v>l · T (Θ¯2)} =
(
0>,
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,H)︸ ︷︷ ︸
column σ(l)
,0>
)
, (41)
Tr∗+ej ,·(Θ¯− θ∗1>) {v>l · T (Θ¯2)} =
(
0>, θ¯j,H ·
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,H)︸ ︷︷ ︸
column σ(l)
,0>
)
. (42)
Equation (30) implies (39) · p = (41) · p¯. By (30), the above four equations give that
θj,H = θj,l =
(40) · p
(39) · p =
(42) · p¯
(41) · p¯ = θ¯j,σ(l) = θ¯j,H , ∀j ∈ S2.
Note that the above equality θj,H = θ¯j,H holds for any l and any item j such that Γj,l = 1.
Therefore we have shown θj,H = θ¯j,H holds for any j ∈ S1 ∪ S2.
We next show that for any j ∈ S1 ∪ S2 and any l ∈ {1, . . . , L0} such that Γj,l = 0,
θj,l = θ¯j,σ(l), and show pl = p¯σ(l) for any l ∈ {1, . . . , L0}. We use an induction method to
show for any l ∈ [L0],
∀j ∈ S1 ∪ S2, θj,l = θ¯j,σ(l), pl = p¯σ(l). (43)
We first introduce the lexicographic order between two binary vectors of the same length.
For two vectors a = (a1, . . . , aL) and b = (b1, . . . , bL), we say a has smaller lexicographic
order than b and denote by a ≺lex b, if either a1 < b1, or al < bl for some integer l ≤ L
and am = bm for all m = 1, . . . , l− 1. By Condition A, Γ(Si,A0) has distinct column vectors
for i = 1, 2, so without loss of generality, we can assume the columns of it are sorted in an
increasing lexicographic order, i.e.,
Γ
(S1,A0)·,1 ≺lex · · · ≺lex Γ(S1,A0)·,L0 . (44)
Firstly, we prove (43) hold for l = 1, where from (44) we have Γ
(S1,A0)·,1 has the smallest
lexicographical order among the column vectors of Γ(S1,A0). We claim that Γ(S2,A0)·,1 has
the smallest lexicographical order among the column vectors of Γ(S2,A0), because otherwise
“ S1=S2” under A0 will not hold. For l = 1 we define
θ∗ =
∑
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
θh,Heh,
and consider the row vector of the transformed T -matrix T (Θ − θ∗1>) corresponding to
r =
∑
h∈S1:Γh,1=0 eh has only one potentially nonzero element in the first column, i.e.,
Tr,·(Γ,Θ− θ∗1>) =
( ∏
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
(θh,1 − θh,H), 0, . . . , 0
)
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Then similarly for parameters (Θ¯, p¯) we have
Tr,·(Γ¯, Θ¯− θ∗1>) =
(
0, . . . , 0,
∏
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
(θ¯h,σ(1) − θh,H)︸ ︷︷ ︸
column σ(1)
, 0, . . . , 0
)
and ∏
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
(θh,1 − θ¯h,H) 6= 0,
∏
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
(θ¯h,1 − θh,H) 6= 0.
Now consider θj,1 for any j ∈ S2 and Γj,1 = 0. The row vectors of T (Γ,Θ− θ∗1>) and
T (Γ¯, Θ¯− θ∗1>) corresponding to the response pattern r + ej are
Tr+ej ,·(Γ,Θ− θ∗1>) =
( ∏
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
(θh,1 − θh,H) · θj,1, 0, . . . , 0
)
, (45)
and
Tr+ej ,·(Γ¯, Θ¯− θ∗1>) =
(
0, . . . , 0,
∏
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
(θ¯h,σ(1) − θh,H) · θ¯j,σ(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
column σ(1)
, 0, . . . , 0
)
, (46)
respectively. The only potentially nonzero term in the first column of (45) is indeed nonzero,
because we have θh,1 < θh,H for h ∈ S1, Γh,1 = 0. Now Equation (28) implies that
θj,1 =
Tr+ej ,·(Γ,Θ− θ∗1>)p
Tr,·(Γ,Θ− θ∗1>)p =
Tr+ej ,·(Γ¯, Θ¯− θ∗1>)p¯
Tr,·(Γ¯, Θ¯− θ∗1>)p¯ = θ¯j,σ(1),
for any j ∈ S2 and Γj,1 = 0. Similarly we can obtain θj,1 = θ¯j,σ(1) for any j ∈ S1 and
Γj,σ(1) = 0.
After obtaining these θ¯j,σ(1) = θj,1 for j ∈ (S1∪S2) and Γj,1 = 0, the previous equations
(45) and (46) just become the following,
Tr+ej ,·(Γ,Θ− θ∗1>) =
( ∏
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
(θh,1 − θh,H) · θj,1, 0, . . . , 0
)
, (47)
Tr+ej ,·(Γ¯, Θ¯− θ∗1>) =
(
0, . . . , 0,
∏
h∈S1:Γh,1=0
(θh,σ(1) − θh,H) · θj,σ(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
column σ(1)
, 0, . . . , 0
)
. (48)
Therefore (47) · p = (48) · p¯ just gives p1 = p¯σ(1).
Now as the inductive hypothesis, we assume for an l ∈ [L0],
∀αl′ s.t. αl′ S1 αl, ∀j ∈ S1 ∪ S2, θj,l′ = θ¯j,σ(l′), pl′ = p¯σ(l′).
Recall that αl′ S1 αl if and only if αl′ S2 αl under A0. Define θ∗ as
θ∗ =
∑
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
θh,Heh +
∑
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
θh,leh,
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then for r∗ :=
∑
h∈S1 eh we have
Tr∗,·(Γ,Θ− θ∗1>)p =
∑
αl′S1αl
tr∗,l′ · pl′ (49)
+
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θh,l − θh,H)
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
(θh,l − θh,1) · pl,
Tr∗,·(Γ¯, Θ¯− θ∗1>)p¯ =
∑
αl′S1αl
t¯r∗,σ(l′) · p¯σ(l′) (50)
+
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,H)
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,1) · p¯σ(l),
where the notations tr∗,l′ and t¯r∗,l′ are defined as
tr∗,l′ =
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θh,l′ − θh,H)
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
(θh,l − θh,1),
t¯r∗,l′ =
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θ¯h,σ(l′) − θh,H)
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,1).
Note that by induction assumption we have θh,l′ = θ¯h,σ(l′) for any l
′ such that αl′ S1 αl
under A0. This implies tr∗,l′ = t¯r∗,σ(l′) and further implies∑
αl′S1αl
tr∗,l′ · pl′ =
∑
αl′S1αl
t¯r∗,σ(l′) · p¯σ(l′).
So (49) = (50) gives ∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θh,l − θh,H)
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
(θh,l − θh,1) · pl (51)
=
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,H)
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,1) · p¯σ(l),
and the two terms on both hand sides of the above equation are nonzero. Now consider any
j /∈ S1 and similarly Tr∗+ej ,·(Γ,Θ− θ∗1>)p = Tr∗+ej ,·(Γ¯, Θ¯− θ∗1>)p¯ yields
θj,l ·
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θh,l − θh,H)
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
(θh,α − θh,1) · pl (52)
= θ¯j,σ(l) ·
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=0
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,H)
∏
h∈S1:Γh,l=1
(θ¯h,σ(l) − θh,1) · p¯σ(l).
Taking the ratio of the above two equations (52) and (51) gives θj,l = θ¯j,σ(l), ∀j /∈ S1.
Redefining r∗ :=
∑
h∈S2 eh similarly as above we have θj,l = θ¯j,σ(l) for any j ∈ S1. Plug
θj,l = θ¯j,σ(l) for all j ∈ S1 into (51), then we have pl = p¯σ(l). Now we have shown (43) hold
for this particular l. Then the induction argument gives
∀l ∈ [L0], ∀j ∈ S1 ∪ S2, θj,l = θ¯j,σ(l), pl = p¯σ(l).
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Now we have shown for any item j and latent class index l, θj,l = θ¯j,σ(l), which we denote
by Θ¯ = σ(Θ). We claim that this result also indicates that the permutation σ is unique.
This is because U1 · {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 = IL implies that
U1 · {W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 = U1 · {W1T (Γ1,Θ1)}r1:L0 · σ(IL) = σ(IL),
which means given U1 constructed from (Γ,Θ), the form of U1·{W1T (Γ¯1, Θ¯1)}r1:L0 explicitly
and uniquely determines σ. Now we have shown Γ¯ = Γ = ΓA0 and (Θ¯, p¯) = (Θ,p) must
hold up to the column permutation σ.
As stated in the beginning of the proof, combining Condition C that any column in ΓA0
is different from any column in ΓAc0 , the identification of ΓA0 uniquely identifies the set of
true patterns A0. The proof of both Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2 and Corollary 2. The following proofs of Theorem 2 and Corollary
2 use a similar proof idea as that of Allman et al. (2009); see also proofs of Theorems 4.2
and 4.3 in Gu and Xu (2019b).
Proof of Theorem 2. We need to introduce the definition of algebraic variety, a concept
in algebraic geometry. An algebraic variety V is defined as the simulateneous zero-set of a
finite collection of multivariate polynomials {fi}ni=1 ⊆ R[x1, x2, . . . , xd], V = V(f1, . . . , fn) =
{x ∈ Rd | fi(x) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.} An algebraic variety V is all of Rd only when all the
polynomials defining it are zero polynomials; otherwise, V is called a proper subvariety and
is of dimension less than d, hence necessarily of Lebesgue measure zero in Rd. The same
argument holds when Rd is replaced by the parameter space Ω ⊆ Rd that has full dimension
in Rd. For the structured latent attribute model, we consider the following parameter space,
Ω =
{
(Θ,p) : ∀ j, max
α:Γj,α=1
θj,α = min
α:Γj,α=1
θj,α > θj,α′ , ∀ Γj,α′ = 0
}
.
On Ω, altering some entries of zero to one in the Γ-matrix is equivalent to impose more
affine constraints on the parameters and force them to be in a subset Ω∗ of Ω. Condition
A? guarantees that, there exists a Ω∗ such that Condition A holds for model parameters
belonging to this Ω∗, the proof of Theorem 1 gives that the matrix T (Γ(Si,A0),Θ(Si,A0))
has full column rank C for i = 1, 2 for (Θ(Si,A0),pA0) ∈ Ω∗. Note that the statement that
2|Si|×C matrix T (Γ(Si,A0),Θ(Si,A0)) has full column rank is equivalent to the statement that
the map sending T (Γ(Si,A0),Θ(Si,A0)) to all its
(
2|Si|
C
)
possible C×C minors Ai1, Ai2, . . . , Ai2|Si|
yields at least one nonzero minor, where Ai1, A
i
2, . . . , A
i
2|Si| are all polynomials of the item
parameters ΘSi . Define
V =
⋃
i=1,2
{ 2|Si|⋂
l=1
{(Θ,p) ∈ Ω : Ail(Θ(Si,A0)) = 0}
}
,
then V is a algebraic variety defined by polynomials of the model parameters. Moreover,
V is a proper subvariety of Ω, since the fact T (Γ(Si,A0),Θ(Si,A0)) has full column rank C
for i = 1, 2 for one particular set of (Θ,p) ∈ Ω∗ ensures that there exists one particular set
of model parameters that give nonzero values when plugged into the polynomials defining
V. This indicates that the polynomials defining V are not all zero polynomials on Ω. Then
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restricting parameters to Ω∗ and proceeding in the same steps as the proof of Theorem 1
proves the conclusion of the proposition.
Proof of Corollary 2. Consider a Q-matrix in the form of (14). We denote S1 = {1, . . . ,K},
S2 = {K + 1, . . . , 2K} and S3 = {2K + 1, . . . , J}, which are item sets corresponding to Q1,
Q2 and Q
′, respectively. According to the proof of Theorem 4.3 in Gu and Xu (2019b),
since the two submatrices Q1 and Q2 have all the diagonal elements equal to one, the
2K × 2K T -matrices T (Γ(S1,all),Θ(S1,all)) and T (Γ(S2,all),Θ(S2,all)) are generically full-rank.
Furthermore, the matrix T (Γ(S3,all),Θ(S3,all)) · Diag(pall) has Kruskal rank at least two.
This means generically, any two columns of T (Γ(S3,all),Θ(S3,all)) · Diag(pall) are linearly
independent.
Now consider an arbitrary set of attribute patterns A0 ⊆ {0, 1}, we have the conclusion
that T (Γ(S1,A0),Θ(S1,A0)) and T (Γ(S2,A0),Θ(S2,A0)) have full column rank generically. This
is because for i = 1, 2, the T (Γ(Si,A0),Θ(Si,A0)) is just a submatrix of T (Γ(Si,all),Θ(Si,all))
whose columns are a subset of different column vectors of the latter matrix. Therefore
columns of T (Γ(Si,A0),Θ(Si,A0)) must be linearly independent, and hence the matrix must
have full column rank generically. Also, the columns of T (Γ(S3,A0),Θ(S3,A0)) · Diag(pA0)
can also be considered as a subset of different columns of T (Γ(S3,all),Θ(S3,all)) · Diag(pall)
up to a resealing of the columns. Therefore the former matrix must have any two dif-
ferent columns linearly independent generically and hence has Kruskal rank at least two.
Now by Kruskal’s conditions for unique tensor decomposition, a probability distribution of
R with T (Γ(Si,A0),Θ(Si,A0)), i = 1, 2, 3 having the above properties uniquely determines
T (Γ(Si,A0),Θ(Si,A0)) and also pA0 generically. Therefore (ΓA0 ,ΘA0 ,pA0) are generically
identifiable. Then combined with Condition C, we have the conclusion that A0 is generi-
cally identifiable. This completes the proof of the corollary. 
Proof of Corollary 3. Under our definition of Arep and also Condition C, this matrix
must have distinct column vectors, and each of its column corresponds to an equivalence
class. We define Θrep to be item parameters corresponding to the representative patterns
in Arep. We further define the proportion parameters of the equivalence classes νrep =
(ν[α`1 ], . . . , ν[α`m ]), where ν[α`i ]
> 0 and
∑m
i=1 ν[α`i ]
= 1. Note that each ν[α`i ]
is a sum of
population proportions of the attribute patterns that are in the same equivalence class of
α`i . Since Γ
Arep also satisfies Conditions A and B by the assumption of the corollary. So
Theorem 1 gives that Arep is identifiable. 
Proof of Theorem 3 and Proposition 1. We use L = |Ainput| to denote the number
of attribute patterns as input given to the penalized likelihood method, then L = 2K if
there is no screening stage as preprocessing. We denote the true proportion parameters by
p = (pα : α ∈ Ainput), where pα ≥ 0 for α ∈ Ainput and
∑
α∈Ainput pα = 1. Denote the
number of true attribute patterns by |A0|. We now consider the following log likelihood
with penalty parameter λN for some γ > 0,
`λN (p,Θ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
log
{ ∑
α∈Ainput
pα
J∏
j=1
θ
Ri,j
j,α (1− θj,α)1−Ri,j
}
(53)
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+
λN
N
∑
α∈Ainput
[
log pα · I(pα > ρN ) + log ρN · I(pα ≤ ρN )
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
logρN
(p)
.
For a given λN , denote the estimated support of the proportion parameters p̂ by Â,
namely Â = {1 ≤ l ≤ L : p̂αl > ρN}. We denote the true and the estimated |Ainput|-
dimensional proportions by pA0full = (pα,α ∈ Ainput : pα > 0 if and only if α ∈ A0) and
p̂Âfull = (p̂α,α ∈ Ainput : p̂α > ρN if and only if α ∈ Â ). Denote the oracle MLE obtained
assuming A0 is known by Θ̂0 := Θ̂A0 and p̂0 := p̂A0 , and denote η̂0 = (Θ̂0, p̂0). Note that
for Â 6= A0 the event {`λN (η̂Â) > `λN (η̂0)} implies the following event
1
N
N∑
i=1
log
 ∑α∈Ainput p̂α∏j θ̂Ri,jj,α (1− θ̂j,α)1−Ri,j∑
α∈A0 p̂
0
α
∏
j(θ̂
0
j,α)
Ri,j (1− θ̂0j,α)1−Ri,j
 (54)
>
|λN |
N
{
logρN (p̂
Â
full)− logρN (p̂A0full)
}
.
In the case of |Â | > |A0| (which we call the overfitted case), the right hand side (RHS) of
(54) regarding the difference between the penalty terms has order O(N−1|λN |·|A0|·| log ρN |).
In this overfitted case, we now consider the left hand side (LHS) of (54),
LHS of (54) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
log
 ∑
α∈Ainput
p̂α
∏
j
θ̂
Ri,j
j,α (1− θ̂j,α)1−Ri,j

− 1
N
N∑
i=1
log
 ∑
α∈A0
p̂0α
∏
j
(θ̂0j,α)
Ri,j (1− θ̂0j,α)1−Ri,j
 ≡ I1 − I0,
where the I1 part can be written as
I1 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
log
[ ∑
α∈Ainput,
p̂α>ρN
p̂α
∏
j
θ̂
Ri,j
j,α (1− θ̂j,α)1−Ri,j
]
+O(|Ainput|ρN )
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
log
[ ∑
α∈Ainput,
p̂α>ρN
p̂α
∏
j
θ̂
Ri,j
j,α (1− θ̂j,α)1−Ri,j
]
+O(N−δ), (55)
where the last equality follows from the assumption |Ainput| · ρN = O(N−δ) in the theorem.
So we further have the LHS of (54) equal to
I1 − I0 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
log
[ ∑
α∈Ainput,
p̂α>ρN
p̂α
∏
j
θ̂
Ri,j
j,α (1− θ̂j,α)1−Ri,j
]
− 1
N
N∑
i=1
log
[ ∑
α∈A0
p̂0α
∏
j
(θ̂0j,α)
Ri,j (1− θ̂0j,α)1−Ri,j
]
+O(N−δ).
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Note that other than the last term O(N−δ) in the above display, the difference of the first two
terms also has order Op(N
−δ) from assumption (20), so LHS of (54)= I1 − I0 = Op(N−δ).
In order to have selection consistency in the overfitted case, we need the event described in
(54) to happen with probability tending to zero, so the |λN | needs to be sufficiently large
such that
N−δ . O
(
N−1|λN | · |A0| · | log ρN |
)
. (56)
Note that by (19), we have ρN  N−d for some d > 0. So if δ < 1, i.e., if the convergence
rate is slower than the
√
N rate, then λN must go to negative infinity as N goes to infinity
since δ < 1. Specifically, we obtain the following lower bound of the magnitude of the
penalty parameter λN ,
|λN | & N1−δ/| log ρN | (57)
would suffice for (56) to hold.
We now prove the conclusion of Proposition 1. A further implication of the above
discussion is that, with ρN  N−d as assumed in (19), just imposing a proper Dirichlet
prior with a positive hyperparameter would fail to select the true model consistently. In
particular, with a proper Dirichlet prior density with hyperparameter β = λN + 1 ∈ (0, 1),
Equation (56) instead becomes N1−δ = o(logN). However, when 0 < δ < 1, N1−δ/ logN →
∞. So (56) fails to hold, and one can not have consistent selection in the overfitted case.
So if we denote the set of attribute patterns estimated by maximizing (18) by Âλ. Then
for any {λN} ⊆ [−1, 0), P(Âλ = A0) 6→ 1 as N →∞. This proves Proposition 1.
Now we consider the random set {α ∈ Ainput : p̂α > ρN} =: Â appearing in I1 in (55).
With probability tending to one, the cardinality of this set is smaller than |A0|. This is
because if |Â| > |A0|, the log-penalty term corresponding to Â would be smaller than that
corresponding to A0 by N−1|λN | · | log ρN | which has order at least N−δ. Recall that the
right hand side of (54) has order OP (N
−δ), which means when |Â| > |A0| the extent that
the log-penalty part favors the a smaller model A0 would dominate the extent that the
likelihood part favors a larger model Â in the proposed penalized likelihood. Therefore any
larger model Â with |Â| ≥ |A0| would be favored over A0 with probability tending to zero.
Therefore we have the conclusion that P(Â 6= A0) 6→ 0 could only happen for |Â| ≤ |A0|. So
in the following discussion we will focus on the case where |Â| ≤ |A0| and prove consistency
in this case. Namely, we aim to bound
P
(
sup
|Â|≤|A0|, Â6=A0
[`λN (ηÂ)− `λN (ηA0)] > 0
)
. (58)
Next, we consider the upper bound of the magnitude of the penalty term. In order to
have selection consistency in the case of |Â| ≤ |A0| and Â 6= A0, the log-penalty term can
not be too large such that the extent that the penalty part favors a smaller model does not
dominate the extent that the likelihood part favors the true model. We follow a similar
argument to Shen et al. (2012). Specifically, considering the term −2N → 0 in the large
deviation inequality (62) below; for a small constant t > N , we need that the difference of
the penalty part of the true and any alternative smaller model to be less than t2, i.e.,
|λN | · |A0| · | log ρN |/N . t2, (59)
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Equation (59) would hold if
|λN | = o(N/| log ρN |). (60)
We next show that such λN can guarantee selection consistency. So we have a sample-size
dependent λN that penalizes the overfitted mixture and constrains the support size of the
proportion parameters to be less than the true support size |A0|. As said, with such λN it
suffices to consider the case |Â| ≤ |A0|.
In order to bound this mis-selection probability, we need to introduce the notion of
bracketing Hellinger metric entropy H(t,BA). Let h(ηA,ηA0) denote the Hellinger distance
between the probability mass functions of R indexed by ηA and ηA0 , i.e.,
h(ηA,ηA0) =
( ∑
r∈{0,1}J
[
P(R = r | ΘA,pA) 12 − P(R = r | ΘA0 ,pA0) 12
]) 1
2
.
Consider the local parameter space BA = {ηA = (ΘA,pA) : |A| ≤ |A0|, h2(ηA,ηA0) ≤
22N}, the H(t,BA) is defined as the logarithm of the cardinality of the t-bracketing of BA of
the smallest size. More specifically, following the definition in Shen et al. (2012), consider
a bracket covering S(t,m) = {f l1, fu1 , . . . , f lm, fum} satisfying that max1≤j≤m‖fuj − f lj‖2 ≤ t
and for any f ∈ BA there is some j such that f lj ≤ f ≤ fuj almost surely. Then H(t,BA)
is log(min{m : S(t,m)}). The H(t,BA) measures the complexity of the local parameter
space. The next lemma gives an upper bound for the bracketing Hellinger metric entropy
H(t,BA) for |A| ≤ |A0|.
Lemma 3 Denote N[](t,BA) = exp(H(t,BA)). For the considered structured latent at-
tribute model, denote the item parameter space of the `-th attribute pattern by F`. For
|A| ≤ |A0| and any 2−4 < t < , there is H(t,BA) . |A0| log |Ainput| log(2/t).
By the assumption of the theorem there is log |Ainput|/N → 0, so if we take
N =
√
1/N |A0| log |Ainput|,
there is N = o(1). We next verify the entropy integral condition in Theorem 1 of Wong
and Shen (1995) is satisfied with this N , in order to obtain a large deviation inequality to
bound the mis-selection probability. With Lemma 3, the integral of bracketing Hellinger
metric entropy in the interval [2−82N ,
√
2N ] satisfies the following inequality∫ √2N
2−82N
H1/2(t,BA)dt ≤
∫ √2N
2−82N
√
|A0| log |Ainput| log(2N/t)dt
=
√
|A0| log |Ainput|
∫ √log 29
N√
log
√
2
4Nu
2e−u
2
du
=
√
|A0| log |Ainput| · 2N
∫ log 29
N
log
√
2
√
ue−udu︸ ︷︷ ︸
bounded as N→0
.
√
N2N . (61)
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So the entropy integral condition in Theorem 1 in Wong and Shen (1995) is satisfied and
the large deviation inequality there holds. In particular, we have
P
(
sup
h2(η̂Â,ηA0 )≥2
N
[ 1
N
`(η̂Â)− 1
N
`(η̂A0)
]
> −2N
)
≤ P
(
sup
h2(η̂Â,ηA0 )≥2N
[ 1
N
`(η̂Â)− 1
N
`(ηA0)
]
> −2N
)
≤ exp(−N2N ). (62)
where ηA0 = (ΘA0 ,pA0) denote the true parameters. Indeed, Theorem 1 in Wong and
Shen (1995) guarantees the inequality (62) holds with N replaced by any t > N =√|A0| log |Ainput|/N . This large deviation inequality will be used later to bound the mis-
selection probability in the case of |A| ≤ |A0|.
We next further look at the Hellinger distance between η0 := ηA0 and ηA for |A| ≤ |A0|,
and investigate how the distance between a set of true patterns A0 and an alternative set
relate to identifiability of A0.
h2(ηA,ηA0)
max(|A0 \ A|, 1)
 [max(|A0 \ A|, 1)]−1
∑
r∈{0,1}J
[( ∑
α∈A
P(R = r | ΘA,A = α)pAα
)1/2−
( ∑
α∈A0
P(R = r | ΘA0 ,A = α)pA0α
)1/2]2
 [max(|A0 \ A|, 1)]−1
∑
r∈{0,1}J
( ∑
α∈A
Tr,α(Θ
A) pAα −
∑
α∈A0
Tr,α(Θ
A0) pA0α
)2
= [max(|A0 \ A|, 1)]−1‖T (ΓA,ΘA)pA − T (ΓA0 ,ΘA0)pA0‖22
To proceed with the proof, we need to use Theorem 1 to establish an identifiability argument.
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 state that if the true constraint matrix ΓA0 satisfies conditions
A, B and C, then (ΓA0 , ΘA0 , pA0) are jointly identifiable. This implies that given the set
of true attribute patterns A0, for any other set A 6= A0, |A| ≤ |A0|, and model parameters
defined by A must lead to different T (ΘA)pA that is different from T (ΘA0)pA0 . Moreover,
consider the parameter space B = {(ΘA,pA) : |A| ≤ |A0|, pα > ρN ∀α ∈ A}. Then
(ΘA0 ,pA0) ∈ B and for any (ΘA,pA) ∈ B with A 6= A0, either some elements in ΘA
differs from those in ΘA0 by a nonzero constant, or some elements in pA differs from those
in pA0 by a nonzero constant. Since TA(Θ)pA is a continuous vector-valued function of the
model parameters, we must have [max(|A0 \ A|, 1)]−1‖TA(Θ)pA − TA0(Θ)pA0‖22 ≥ C0 for
some C0 > 0. By the conditions of the theorem 
2
N = o(1), so we have obtained for some
small constant t > N ,
Cmin(η
0) ≡ inf
ηA:A6=A0,|A|≤|A0|
{
h2(ηA,ηA0)
max(|A0 \ A|, 1)
}
≥ C0 & t2 > 2N . (63)
Finally, with the λN of the previously specified order, we use the large deviation inequal-
ity (62) and also the (63) to bound the false selection probability (58). The following argu-
ment uses a similar proof idea as that of Theorem 1 in Shen et al. (2012) which establishes
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finite sample mis-selection error bound of the L0-constrained maximum likelihood estima-
tion. Consider |Â∩A0| = m ≤ |A0|−1, by (63) we have h2(ηA,ηA0) ≥ (|A0|−m)Cmin(η0).
So
P
(
sup
|Â|≤|A0|, Â6=A0
[ 1
N
`λN (ηÂ)− 1
N
`λN (η0)
]
> 0
)
≤
|A0|−1∑
m=0
|A0|−m∑
j=1
P
(
sup
h2(ηA,ηA0 )≥
(|A0|−m)Cmin(η0)
1
N
[
`(ηÂ)− `(η0)
]
> −|λN | · |A0| · | log ρN |
N
)
≤
|A0|−1∑
m=0
|A0|−m∑
j=1
P
(
sup
|Â∩A0|=m
1
N
[
`(ηÂ)− `(η0)
]
> −t2
)
(by (60))
≤
|A0|−1∑
m=0
|A0|−m∑
j=1
P
(
sup
|Â∩A0|=m
1
N
[
`(ηÂ)− `(η0)
]
> −(|A0| −m)Cmin(η0)
)
(by (63))
≤
|A0|−1∑
m=0
(|A0|
m
)
exp
(
− c2N(|A0| −m)Cmin(η0)
) |A0|−m∑
j=1
(|Ainput| − |A0|
j
)
(by (62))
≤ c3 exp
(
− c2NCmin(η0) + 2 log(|Ainput|+ 1)
)
,
where the last but one line above uses the large deviation inequality in (62), and c2, c3 are
some constants. And the last line follows from the calculations in the proof of Theorem
1 in Shen et al. (2012) using some basic inequalities about binomial coefficients. Since
Cmin(η
0) ≥ C0, and log |Ainput| = o(N) by the assumption of the theorem, the right hand
side of the above display goes to zero as N →∞. Therefore P(ÂλN 6= A0, |ÂλN | ≤ |A0|)→ 0
as N →∞. Combined with the previously shown result P(ÂλN 6= A0) 6→ 0 could potentially
happen only for |ÂλN | ≤ |A0|, we have the conclusion P(ÂλN 6= A0) → 0 as N → ∞. The
proof of the theorem is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Denote θ+j = θj,H and θ
−
j = maxαqj θj,α for each j. Since the
screening algorithm is developed for the two-parameter SLAM introduced in Example 2,
for each item j there are exactly two estimated item parameters, and we denote them by
θ̂+j and θ̂
−
j . We claim that it suffices to prove that for any α ∈ A0, there exists a response
pattern rα ∈ {0, 1}J such that as K →∞,
P(R = rα, A = α | Θ) > P(R = rα, A = α˜ | Θ), ∀α˜ 6= α. (64)
For α ∈ A0, define rα = (rα1 , . . . , rαJ ) to be rαj = I(α  qj) =
∏
k α
qj,k
k . For a general
structured latent attribute model, consider the joint distribution of observed response vector
R and latent attribute pattern vector A is
P(R = r, A = α | Θ) = exp
{ J∑
j=1
[
rj
(∏
k
α
qj,k
k log θ
+
j + (1−
∏
k
α
qj,k
k ) log θ
−
j,α
)
+ (65)
(1− rj)
(∏
k
α
qj,k
k log(1− θ+j ) + (1−
∏
k
α
qj,k
k ) log(1− θ−j,α)
)]}
.
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Therefore
P(R = rα, A = α˜ | Θ) = exp
{ J∑
j=1
[∏
k
α
qj,k
k
(∏
k
α˜
qj,k
k log θ
+
j + (1−
∏
k
α˜
qj,k
k ) log θ
−
j,α˜
)
+
(1−
∏
k
α
qj,k
k )
(∏
k
α˜
qj,k
k log(1− θ+j ) + (1−
∏
k
α˜
qj,k
k ) log(1− θ−j,α˜)
)]}
.
P(R = rα, A = α | Θ) = exp
{ J∑
j=1
[∏
k
α
qj,k
k log θ
+
j + (1−
∏
k
α
qj,k
k ) log(1− θ−j,α)
]}
.
Then for any α˜ 6= α,
logP(R = rα, A = α | Θ)− logP(R = rα, A = α˜ | Θ) (66)
≥ min
j=1,...,J
{log θ+j − log θ−j,α˜, log(1− θ+j,α)− log(1− θ+j )} ≥ d > 0.
That the above probability is bounded away from zero follows from the second part of
assumption (21). So the claim (64) is proved. We next bound the probability of failure
of including all the true patterns in the screening stage. First, since A1, . . . ,AN
i.i.d.∼
Multinomial(N, (pα,α ∈ A0)), then |{i ∈ [N ] : Ai = α}| denotes the number of subjects
in the random sample whose attribute pattern is α. By the concentration inequality of the
multinomial distribution, for any α ∈ A0,
P
(∣∣∣{i ∈ [N ] : Ai = α}∣∣∣ ≥ Npα − 2√Nt) ≥ 1− 2|A0| exp(−2t2), ∀t > 0.
Because of (21), we have Npα ≥ Nc0 →∞ for all α ∈ A0. Assume that θ̂+j − θ̂−j > δ > 0 for
each j ∈ [J ]. This constraint can be incorporated into the screening procedure or checked a
posteiriori after screening. So with probability at least 1− 2|A0| exp(−2t2) for a suitable t,
P(Âscreen + A0) ≤
∑
α∈A0
P(Âi 6= α ∀i ∈ [N ] s.t. Ai = α) (67)
≤
∑
α∈A0
[
P
(
Ri = r
α, ∃α˜ 6= α,
P̂(R = rα,A = α) > P̂(R = rα,A = α˜)
∣∣∣Ai = α)]N(pα−2t/√N) → 0,
as N →∞. Here P̂ refers to the probability measure of R and A given the estimated item
parameters θ̂
+
and θ̂
−
. This is because the probability inside the bracket in the above
expression is strictly less than 1 due to (66); we denote this quantity by Cδ since it depends
on δ. Therefore there is
P(Âscreen + A0) ≤
∑
α∈A0
C
N(pα+o(1))
δ =
∑
α∈A0
exp[−N(pα + o(1)) log(1/Cδ)]
≤ |A0| exp(−Nβmin),
where βmin is a positive constant which can be taken as c0/2 log(1/Cδ). The last inequality
above results from pα ≥ c0 for α ∈ A0 in (21) and that Cδ < 1. Now we have obtained
P(Âscreen ⊇ A0) ≥ 1−|A0| exp(−Nβmin), so the sure screening property holds and the proof
is complete. 
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Proof of Lemma 3. Following the proof of Theorem 2 in Genovese and Wasserman
(2000), the overall bracketing entropy of the mixture distribution over |A| mixture compo-
nents (latent attribute patterns) can be bounded by the entropy of the |A| − 1 dimensional
simplex multiplied by the product of the entropy of the item parameter space for each
mixture component. Since there are a total number of
(|Ainput|
|A|
)
possibilities of choosing |A|
components from |Ainput| ones, we have
N[](t,BA) ≤
(|Ainput|
|A|
)
N[](t, T |A|−1)
|A|∏
l=1
N[](t/3,Fl).
Next, Lemma 2 in Genovese and Wasserman (2000) gives the following bracketing entropy
bound for the simplex, N[](t, T |A|−1) ≤ |A|(2pie)|A|/2/t|A|−1. Since we consider the local
parameter space around the true parameters (with squared Hellinger distance between the
alternative model and the true model not greater than 22), the 1/t in the above display
can be replaced by /t. Also, N[](t/3,Fl) ≤ C0/t since the Hellinger distance is bounded
by the L2 distance and the t-bracketing number under the L2 norm is bounded by O(/t).
Therefore we have
H(t,BA) ≤ log
{(|Ainput|
|A|
) |A|(2pie)|A|/2()|A|−1
t|A|−1
(
t
)|A|}
. |A| log |Ainput|+ log |A|+ |A| log(/t)
. |A0| log |Ainput| log(/t).
where |A| ≤ |A0| and an elementary inequality
(
a
b
) ≤ ab are used. 
A.2 Additional Experimental Results
Impact of the value of the pre-specified c in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, there
is a pre-specified constant c > 0 when updating the ∆l’s. This constant c should be small,
ideally close to zero. In all of our experiments in Section 5, we take c = 0.01. Next
we examine how the value of c impacts the selection result of Algorithm 1. Since the
performance of Algorithm 1 is the focus here, we choose the simulation setting with K = 10
such that screening can be omitted. Under sample sizes N = 150 and N = 500, the plots of
the two accuracy measures versus c are presented in Figure 10. We observe that the results
of Algorithm 1 are generally not that sensitive to the choice of c, though smaller c gives
slightly better results for both accuracy measures under a small sample size N = 150. For
N as large as 500, for all the values of c ∈ {0.001, 0.005} ∪ {0.01× i : i = 1, 2, . . . , 10}, the
two accuracy measures are very close to one and do not have much variation. In practice,
we recommend fixing c to a value no greater than 0.01.
Algorithm 1’s performance on estimating the actual proportions of patterns.
Other than the two accuracy measures for pattern selection presented in Table 2, we
also evaluate how well the algorithms perform on estimating the actual proportions of
the latent patterns. We use the simulation setting of the two-parameter SLAM with
K = 10, |A0| = 10, Q = (Q>1 , Q>2 , Q>3 )>, with parameters pα = 0.1 for α ∈ A and
1 − θ+j = θ−j = 0.2. This is the same setting as that of Example 7. We vary the sample
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(a) TPR versus c in
Algo. 1, N = 150
(b) 1−FDR versus c in
Algo. 1, N = 150
(c) TPR versus c in
Algo. 1, N = 500
(d) 1−FDR versus c in
Algo. 1, N = 500
Figure 10: Performance of Algorithm 1 across various values for threshold c. Setting is
K = 10 and 1 − θ+j = θ−j = 0.2. In each scenario 200 runs are carried out, and the error
bar is within one standard deviation of the mean accuracy.
size N ∈ {150, 300, 600, 900, 1200} and compute the Root Mean Square Errors (RMSEs)
of estimating the true proportions of latent patterns. The randomly generated 10 true
patterns in A0 are presented in Figure 11(a), where each row represents a K-dimensional
binary pattern. For each N , the RMSE of each proportion pα, α ∈ A0 is computed based
on 200 runs; and in each run, we first perform pattern selection by using EBIC to choose
λ ∈ {−0.2× i : i = 1, 2, . . . , 20} in Algorithm 1 and then estimate the proportions based on
the selected set of patterns. The results of RMSEs are presented in Figure 11(b). As can
be seen from the figure, under a small sample size N = 150, the RMSEs of patterns are rel-
atively diverse. In particular, the largest RMSE is around 0.06 and corresponds to pattern
10, α10 = (0010000010), which is the pattern consisting of most “0”s; while the smallest
RMSE is less than half of the largest and corresponds to pattern 3, α3 = (1110011111),
which is the pattern consisting of most “1”s. Interestingly, this observation implies for
a very small sample size and a sparse Q-matrix (each row having at most three entries
of “1”s), those attribute patterns possessing fewer attributes are harder to estimate while
those possessing more attributes are easier to estimate. While as N increases, the RMSEs
of all the proportions decrease and their difference become not discernible. For N = 1200,
all the RMSEs are around 0.01.
Evaluating the screening procedure under the multi-parameter SLAM. In the
multi-parameter setting, we also evaluate the performance of the approximate screening
procedure that is developed based on the likelihood of the two-parameter model. The results
of the coverage probabilities are presented in Figure 12. The figure shows that despite being
an approximate procedure, the screening Algorithm 3 has excellent performance for the
multi-parameter SLAM that covers the two-parameter model as a submodel. Specifically,
Figure 12 shows that for both K = 15 and K = 20, the approximate screening procedure
almost always has a 100% coverage probability for N = 500 and N = 1000.
Sizes of the set of finally selected patterns under scenarios in Table 2. We
present the results of the number of patterns that are finally selected by the proposed
methods, corresponding to simulation scenarios in Table 2. Denote the set of patterns
selected by the PEM algorithm and that selected by the FP-VEM algorithm by ÂPEM and
ÂFP-VEM, respectively. As shown in Figure 13, in the relatively strong signal setting with
1 − θ+j = θ−j = 10%, the sizes of ÂPEM and ÂFP-VEM almost always equal 10, the number
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(a) patterns in A0: white for 1, black for 0 (b) RMSE of {pα : α ∈ A0} versus N
Figure 11: Root Mean Square Errors (RMSEs) for estimating the true proportions of pat-
terns decrease as sample size N increases. Results are based on 200 runs for each N .
(a) K = 15, multi-parameter SLAM (b) K = 20, multi-parameter SLAM
Figure 12: Coverage probabilities of the true patterns, from the approximate screening
procedure under the multi-parameter SLAM. Boxplots are from 200 runs in each scenario.
of true patterns. Combined with the accuracy measures presented in Table 2 in the main
text, in most cases these selected 10 patterns are indeed the true ones in A0. And in the
relatively weak signal setting with 1− θ+j = θ−j = 20%, the sizes of ÂPEM and ÂFP-VEM can
be slightly larger than |A0| but still close to it.
TIMSS Data: Attribute structures corresponding to different Υ’s. For the TIMSS
data, we obtain those different attribute structures corresponding to different Υ’s in the FP-
VEM algorithm. The results are presented in Figure 14. Apart from the five structures
shown in Figure 14(a)–(e), the two patterns selected when Υ ∈ [0.70, 0.74] are the all-zero
and the all-one patterns, which do not result in any structure among the 13 attributes.
Note that the structure in Figure 14(d) is equivalent to the structure selected by EBIC in
Figure 9(b).
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(a) K = 15, noise 20%;
PEM
(b) K = 15, noise 10%;
PEM
(c) K = 20, noise 20%;
PEM
(d) K = 20, noise 10%;
PEM
(e) K = 15, noise 20%;
FP-VEM
(f) K = 15, noise 10%;
FP-VEM
(g) K = 20, noise 20%;
FP-VEM
(h) K = 20, noise 10%;
FP-VEM
Figure 13: Sizes of the finally selected patterns ÂPEM and ÂFP-VEM under the two-parameter
SLAM. The “noise” refers to the value of 1 − θ+j = θ−j . The number of true patterns is
|A0| = 10.
(a) Υ = 0.90 (b) Υ = 0.88 (c) Υ = 0.86 (d) Υ ∈ [0.80, 0.84] (e) Υ ∈ [0.76, 0.78]
Figure 14: Different attribute structures corresponding to various Υ’s in Algorithm 2. Plot
(d) here is equivalent to Figure 9(b), the attribute structure selected by EBIC.
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